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This thesis investigates two areas in structural complexity, as listed below.

- The Berman-Hartmanis Conjecture
The Berman-Hartmanis conjecture states that all $\leq^P_m$-complete sets for $NP$ are polynomially isomorphic. We construct an oracle $A$ such that all $\leq^P_m$-complete sets for $NP^A$ are $p^A$-isomorphic, and an oracle $B$ such that there are $\leq^P_{1tt}$-complete sets for $NP^B$ that are not $p^B$-isomorphic.

- Near-Testable Sets
Near-testability is a form of self-reducibility based on the lexicographic order. In terms of complexity, the near-testable sets lie somewhere between $P$ and $E \cap PSPACE$. We show that the existence of one-way functions implies that there are near-testable sets that are not in $P$. In [GJY-87], (2 for 1) p-cheatable sets were suggested as a possible generalization of near-testable sets. Here, we demonstrate that $P$ can be characterized as the intersection of the near-testable sets with the (2 for 1) p-cheatable sets.
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

In this thesis, we consider two separate areas. The first is the open question of whether all sets that are $\leq^P_m$-complete for $NP$ are polynomially isomorphic. Although we cannot answer this question, we do provide evidence for both sides, and a discussion of various common techniques for this area, along with their limitations. The 'evidence' that we present is in the form of oracles for which all many-one, polynomially complete sets for $NP$ are (or are not) polynomially isomorphic.

The second area we consider is the classification of near-testable sets. Near-testability is a self-reducibility property, based on the lexicographic ordering of a set. We consider the effect this structure has on the time and space complexity of a near-testable set. While all sets in $P$ are near-testable, it is not clear whether all near-testable sets are in $P$. We show that the existence of one-way functions implies that there are near-testable sets that are not in $P$. This theorem leads to the $\leq^P_{1,inv}$-equivalence of the near-testable sets with the class Parity-$P$, as presented in [GHJY-87].

The investigation of near-testable sets was motivated by a research program of finding an underlying theory of the effect of internal structure on the complexity of a set. We show that, in certain cases, information about the internal structure gives us full information about the complexity of a set, although in other cases it does not. Our final section will show that $P$ can be characterized by a combination of self-reducible properties. However, we cannot necessarily replace "near-testable" by "Parity-$P" in that theorem, indicating that, in spite of the $\leq^P_{1,tt}$-equivalence, the two classes have significant differences. We also show that out characterizations cannot be extended, giving some combinations of self-reducible properties that do not characterize $P$. 
CHAPTER 2. THE BERMAN-HARTMANIS CONJECTURE

2.1 Introduction

The field of structural complexity has grown out of the interplay between computational complexity and recursive function theory. Those who study the classes of deterministic and nondeterministic polynomial time definable sets ($P$ and $NP$), while motivated by real computational questions, have often tried to establish analogies of theorems about recursive and recursively enumerable sets ($REC$ and $RE$, respectively). For instance, the polynomial time hierarchy, introduced by Meyer and Stockmeyer [MS-72], is modeled on the arithmetic hierarchy. Just as recursion theorists study sets that are complete for $RE$ and other levels of the arithmetic hierarchy, structuralists study sets that are complete for $NP$ and other classes in the polynomial hierarchy.\(^1\)

In [Myh-55], Myhill showed that all of the sets that are $\leq_m$-complete for $RE$ are $\leq_1$-complete for $RE$, and in fact are all recursively isomorphic. He further characterized the $\leq_m$-complete sets for $RE$ as being the creative sets. (A set $A$ is creative if it is r.e. and $\overline{A}$ is productive, i.e., there is a total recursive function $\psi$ such that, if the $i^{th}$ r.e. set, $W_i$, is contained in $\overline{A}$, then $\psi(i) \in \overline{A} - W_i$.)

In [Ber-77], Leonard Berman proved a strong analogue of Myhill's Theorem, namely that all $\leq_P^m$-complete sets for $E$ are $\leq_{1,t}^P$-interreducible. This was also proved by Dowd [Dow-78]. The same year, Berman and Hartmanis [BH-77] considered even stronger analogues of Myhill's work. Myhill showed that, because the $\leq_m$-complete sets for $RE$ are creative, they have padding functions. That is, for each $\leq_m^P$-complete set $C$, there is a

\(^1\) The following survey of research on the Berman-Hartmanis conjecture owes a debt to the excellent surveys of the area included in Young's retrospective paper [You-88], and in [KMR-87].
recursive function \( p(x, n) \) such that for any \( x \) and \( n \), \( p(x, n) \in C \) if and only if \( x \in C \). This is equivalent to showing that each creative set \( C \) is a cylinder, that is, \( C \cong C \times N \). The padding functions are used to construct isomorphisms between complete sets; any set that is recursively isomorphic to a cylinder also has padding functions. Berman and Hartmanis showed that \( SAT \) and all of the familiar \( \leq_m^P \)-complete sets for \( NP \) have polynomial time padding functions. Furthermore, a set \( C \) that is \( \leq_m^P \)-complete for \( NP \) is \( p \)-isomorphic to \( SAT \) if and only if it has a polynomial time computable padding function. Berman and Hartmanis then conjectured that all \( \leq_m^P \)-complete sets for \( NP \) are \( p \)-isomorphic to \( SAT \). This conjecture forms a major open problem in the field today.

We should note here that the Berman-Hartmanis conjecture implies that \( P \neq NP \), since \( P = NP \) means that all nontrivial sets in \( P \) are \( \leq_m^P \)-complete for \( NP \). However, several researchers have considered the possibility that \( P \neq NP \), but the Berman-Hartmanis conjecture is false. In particular, Mahaney and Young [MY-85] showed that, if \( P \neq NP \) and not all \( \leq_m^P \)-complete sets for \( NP \) are \( p \)-isomorphic, then the collection of \( p \)-isomorphism degrees of \( \leq_m^P \)-complete sets for \( NP \) is infinite. Furthermore, if we order these \( p \)-isomorphism degrees by \( \leq_{1,ii}^P \)-reductions, then any countable partial order can be embedded into this ordering. In other words, if the Berman-Hartmanis conjecture fails, it fails badly. They also showed that a set \( A \) has a polynomial padding function if and only if it is a \( p \)-cylinder, i.e., \( A \cong^P A \times N \). This paper extended earlier work by both authors: [You-66], [You-83], and [Mah-81].

There are two major difficulties in extending Myhill’s work to polynomial isomorphisms. The first is that, in order for two sets to be \( p \)-isomorphic, they must have the same density\(^2\) up to polynomial factors. Berman and Hartmanis conjectured that, (given

\(^2\) We say that a set \( A \) has \( f(n) \) density if the number of strings in \( A \) of length \( \leq n \) is \( \leq f(n) \). For instance, sparse sets have polynomial density.
there are no sparse sets that are $\leq_m^P$-complete for $NP$. Piotr Berman gave a partial solution to this conjecture, by showing that the existence of a $\leq_m^P$-complete tally set for $NP$ implies that $P = NP$. Fortune [F-78] extended Berman’s result to show that the existence of a sparse $\leq_m^P$-complete set for $coNP$ implies $P = NP$. Finally, Mahaney [Mah-82] showed that the existence of a sparse, $\leq_m^P$-complete set for $NP$ implies $P = NP$.

The second problem in extending Myhill’s work is that we do not necessarily know how to invert polynomially computable functions quickly, even if they are length-increasing. Berman’s theorem shows that, if there are no one-way functions, then all the $\leq_m^P$-complete sets for $E$ are p-isomorphic. Joseph and Young [JY-85], in a careful study of the degree to which Myhill’s isomorphism results might carry over to polynomial reducibilities on $NP$, conjectured that the existence of one-way functions would imply the failure of the Berman-Hartmanis conjecture; Kurtz, Mahaney, and Royer [KMR-86] further conjectured that the Berman-Hartmanis conjecture fails if and only if there are one-way functions. However, recent work by Hartmanis and Hemachandra [HHem-87] gives an oracle $A$ such that $P^A \neq UP^A$, yet there are $\leq_m^{P^A}$-complete sets for $NP^A$ that are not $p^A$-isomorphic to $SAT^A$.

Research on the Berman-Hartmanis conjecture has taken three principal directions: work on $NP$, usually concentrating on oracle constructions, or on the possible density of $\leq_m^P$-complete sets for $NP$; consideration of other complexity classes, such as Berman’s theorem for $E$; and consideration of the p-isomorphism question for sets complete under

---

3 Grollman and Selman [GS-85] have shown that the existence of one-way functions is equivalent to the separation result $P \neq UP$ (where $UP$ is the subclass, unique-$P$, of $NP$ of sets whose elements have unique accepting computations). We will use this form of the hypothesis when discussing oracle results, since it is easier that way to specify that we are discussing the existence of one-way functions with respect to the oracle. Note also that $P \neq UP$ implies $P \neq NP$. 

weaker reductions. We use these categories to provide a rough framework for the rest of our survey.

**Weaker Reductions**

Soon after the publication of [BH-77], Hartmanis published [Har-78], in which he applied the same ideas to the study of Logspace-complete (or L-complete) sets. He proved that a set is L-isomorphic to SAT if and only if it has a L-computable and L-invertible padding function; that the known L-complete problems for NL (nondeterministic L), CSL (context sensitive languages), P, NP, and PSPACE are all respectively, L-isomorphic, and that no L-complete set for CSL, PSPACE, E, or ESPACE can be sparse. He also conjectured that neither NL nor P has sparse, L-complete sets. Kurtz, Mahaney, and Royer [KMR-87] showed that there is a set, C, that is complete for PSPACE under $\leq_{\text{btt}}^{L}$-reductions, such that any set that is $\leq_{m}^{L}$-equivalent to C is L-isomorphic to it. Hartmanis, Immerman and Mahaney [HIM-78] considered p-isomorphisms of sets that are complete under reductions computed by Logspace Turing machines with one-way read heads (known as 1-L-reductions) for different classes. Hartmanis and Mahaney [HM-81] then showed that there are no sparse 1-L-complete sets for NL, partially answering one of Hartmanis’s conjectures. In [A-86], Allender showed that all 1-L-complete sets for PSPACE are p-isomorphic.

Recently, the most commonly studied complete sets are the $\leq_{\text{btt}}^{P}$-complete sets. Several of the constructions in this chapter use $\leq_{\text{btt}}^{P}$-complete sets instead of $\leq_{m}^{P}$-complete sets, because this allows us to sidestep conflicts between coding requirements and diagonalization requirements. We will discuss this at greater length later in the chapter. One of the first examples of this use of $\leq_{\text{btt}}^{P}$-completeness is the set constructed by Ko, Long, and Du in [KLD-86]. Their construction answered questions posed by Watanabe in [Wat-86]. In that paper, Watanabe explored Joseph and Young’s conjecture that the existence
of one-way functions implies the failure of the Berman-Hartmanis conjecture. Watanabe asked whether the existence of one-way functions would imply that there are sets that are \( \leq_{1,tt}^P \)-equivalent, yet not p-isomorphic. He also asked whether such sets could be \( \leq_m^P \)-complete for \( NP \). Ko, Long, and Du answered the first question in the affirmative, and gave a partial answer to the second. Namely, they used a one-way function to describe two sets in \( E \) that are \( \leq_{1,tt}^P \)-equivalent, not p-isomorphic, and are \( \leq_{2tt}^P \)-complete for \( E \).

In [KMR-86], Kurtz, Mahaney, and Royer constructed sets \( A \) and \( B \) that are \( \leq_{2tt}^P \)-complete for \( E \), such that any set that is \( \leq_m^P \)-equivalent to \( A \) is p-isomorphic to \( A \) (in their idiom, "the m-degree of \( A \) collapses"), but not every set that is \( \leq_m^P \)-equivalent to \( B \) is p-isomorphic to \( B \). By considering the \( \leq_m^P \)-degree of \( B \), rather than the smaller \( \leq_{1,tt}^P \)-degree, they were able to do this construction without assuming the existence of a one-way function. Independently, the author and D. Joseph [GJ-86] constructed a time function \( T(n) \), such that there are \( \leq_m^P \)-equivalent, non-p-isomorphic \( \leq_{2tt}^P \)-complete sets for \( DTIME[T(n)] \). Theorem 2.3.1 and the rest of the constructions in §2.3 are based on the construction in [GJ-86]. These constructions are simpler than Kurtz, Mahaney, and Royer's, and they produce non-p-isomorphic sets that are \( \leq_{1tt}^P \)-complete for \( E \). The constructions in [KMR-86] explicitly consider p-cylinders. In the collapsing construction, they guarantee that every set that is \( \leq_m^P \)-equivalent to \( B \) is also a p-cylinder; in the non-collapsing construction, they diagonalize away from p-cylinders. Our constructions are simpler because they diagonalize directly against p-isomorphisms on finite intervals, rather than infinite "splinters."

In [KMR-87], Kurtz, Mahaney and Royer announced that they have constructed a sparse oracle \( A \) for which all \( \leq_{2tt}^A \)-complete sets for \( NP^A \) are \( p^A \)-isomorphic, and another for which they are not. They also constructed a sparse oracle for which all \( \leq_m^A \)-complete sets for \( NP^A \) are \( \leq_{1,tt}^P \)-equivalent. They speculated that a sparse oracle that resolved the Berman-Hartmanis conjecture in either direction would be strong evidence that that result
held in the unrelativized world. Long [Lon-88] also constructed a sparse oracle for which $E^A \neq NP^A$, a one-way function $f^A$ exists, and there is a $\leq_{2tt}^{P,i}$-complete set for $NP^A$ such that $C^A \equiv_m^{P,i} f^A(C^A)$, but $C^A \not\equiv_m^{P,i} f^A(C^A)$. In Theorem 2.3.1 we show that there is a sparse oracle A such that there are $\leq_{2tt}^{P,i}$-complete sets for $NP^A$ that are $\leq_m^P$-equivalent, yet not $P^A$-isomorphic. This work was done independently of the others, and once again is a slight simplification of Kurtz, Mahaney, and Royer’s.

Other Classes

We have already mentioned some of the results for other classes, in particular for sets that are $\leq_m^P$-complete for $E$. The study of p-isomorphisms of $E$-complete sets goes back to Berman’s thesis [Ber-77], where he showed that all $\leq_m^P$-complete sets for $E$ are $\leq_{1tt}^P$-equivalent. This was also shown by Dowd [Dow-78], Watanabe [Wat-86], and most recently by Ganesan and Homer [GH-88]. Ganesan and Homer have simplified the proof, and have extended it to $\leq_m^P$-complete sets for $NE$. (Watanabe [Wat-83] has also extended this to $DSPACE[L(n)]$, for any super-polynomial function $L(n)$.) In addition to these theorems, other constructions also showed that all $\leq_m^P$-complete sets for $E$ are of similar densities. Berman and Hartmanis exhibited a set $A \in E$ that is not sparse, and such that all $\leq_m^P$-reductions from $A$ are one-one almost everywhere, using a construction they attributed to Meyer. Thus, any $\leq_m^P$-complete set for $E$ contains a polynomial image of $A$, so cannot be sparse. Balcázar and Schöning [BS-85] call such a set strongly bi-immune. Ko and Moore [KM-81] showed that the set given in [BH-77] is p-immune (has no infinite, polynomial time computable subsets). They also showed that a $\leq_m^P$-complete set for $E$ cannot be p-immune, although they constructed a p-immune set that is $\leq_{tt}^P$-complete for $E$.

Instead of increasing the time complexity of the class from $P$ to $E$, some researchers have considered $\Sigma_2^P$, the existential class above $NP$ in the polynomial hierarchy. In [KMR-
87], Kurtz, Mahaney, and Royer considered \( \preceq_m^P \)-degrees of \( NP \)-hard sets in \( \Sigma_2^P \). More recently, Homer and Selman [HS-88] constructed an oracle \( A \), for which \( P^A = U P^A \neq N P^A \), and \( \Sigma_2^{P^A} = E X P^A \). Since Berman’s theorem relativizes, this describes a world in which all \( \preceq_m^P \)-complete sets for \( \Sigma_2^{P^A} \) are \( \preceq_{1,ti}^{P^A} \)-equivalent, and there are no one-way functions. In other words, the Berman-Hartmanis conjecture holds for \( \Sigma_2^{P^A} \). Unfortunately, Homer and Selman have shown that their technique cannot be extended to show that \( N P^A = E^A \).

**Relativizing the Berman-Hartmanis Conjecture**

In contrast to Homer and Selman’s construction, Theorem 2.2.3 gives an oracle \( A \) such that all \( \preceq_m^P \)-complete sets for \( N P^A \) are \( p^A \)-isomorphic. In Theorem 2.2.4, we show that the techniques in this construction are not sufficient to guarantee that all of the \( \preceq_m^{P^A} \)-complete sets for \( N P^A \) are \( p^A \)-isomorphic. There are three principal techniques in the construction in Theorem 2.2.3: creating a dense subset of \( S A T^A \) that is strongly bi-immune, forcing all \( \preceq_m^P \)-complete sets for \( N P^A \) to be similarly dense, and coding the \( p^A \)-isomorphisms into \( A \), and keeping \( P^A \neq U P^A \) by diagonalizing. Kurtz [Kur-86] has extended the first technique, to construct an oracle \( A \) for which there is a set in \( N P^A \) that is strongly bi-immune with respect to \( \preceq_m^{P^A} \)-reductions, forcing all \( \preceq_m^{P^A} \)-complete sets for \( N P^A \) to be similarly dense. However, this construction interferes with all \( p^A \)-recoverable encodings, so it cannot be combined with the coding techniques of Theorem 2.2.3.

In [JY-85], Joseph and Young defined the \( k \)-creative sets, and showed that every \( k \)-creative set is \( \preceq_m^P \)-complete for \( N P \). Joseph and Young’s study of the \( k \)-creative sets led to their conjecture that the existence of one-way functions implies the failure of the Berman-Hartmanis conjecture. Joseph and Young’s work inspired Homer [Hom-86]’s discussion of natural creative sets, in the context of natural Gödel numberings. Others have also considered the structure of creative sets, including Watanabe [Wat-83&86a]. The one-way function conjecture has also stimulated research; we have already mentioned several
constructions that were done in response to this conjecture.

One oracle construction we mentioned in relation to the Joseph-Young conjecture was Hartmanis and Hemachandra's oracle $A$ for which $P^A = UP^A \neq NP^A$, but there is a set $C$ that is $\leq_m^{P,A}$-complete for $NP^P$, and not $p^A$-isomorphic to $SAT^A$ [HHem-87]. The technique used to construct $C$ is one that goes back to the earliest oracle result that explicitly addressed the Berman-Hartmanis conjecture, by Kurtz [Kur-83]. To guarantee that $C \not\leq^{P,A}_m SAT^A$, Hartmanis and Hemachandra, like Kurtz, code super-polynomial length intervals of $SAT^A$ into the oracle, so that $C$ consists of the remaining, uncoded intervals. Thus, $C$ cannot be mapped to $SAT^A$ by any $\leq_m^{P,A}$-reduction. Other oracle results have concentrated on the fine structure of the complete sets and the oracle, rather than relying on simple density arguments.

The most recent oracle result is that of Kurtz, Mahaney, and Royer [KMR-88], showing that the Berman-Hartmanis conjecture fails relative to a random oracle. The theorem proved is that, relative to a random oracle, $A$, there is a so-called "scrambling" function, a very strong form of a one-way function. This function, $f^A$, has the property that there is no polynomially computable, one-one reduction from $f^A(SAT^A)$ to $SAT^A$. Therefore, the $\leq_m^{P,A}$ complete set $f^A(SAT^A)$ is not $p^A$-isomorphic to $SAT^A$. This is the first instance of a relativization for a full version of either side of the Berman-Hartmanis conjecture.

The isomorphism problem for $NP$ is one of the few major problems in structural complexity for which there are not relativizations for both sides of the question. This fact, plus recent work, including [KMR-88], leads us to believe that Berman and Hartmanis' conjecture is false.
2.2 The Construction of an Oracle A for which All \( \leq^P_m \)-Complete Sets for NP\(^A\) are P-Isomorphic

A necessary condition for two sets to be p-isomorphic is that they have the same densities, up to a polynomial factor. Since we will be comparing sets to SAT\(^A\), we need language to talk about the density of SAT\(^A\). We will show that the following condition describes the density of SAT\(^A\) for any A.

Definition 2.2.1. A set \( A \subseteq \{0,1\}^* \) is thick if there is a polynomial, \( p(n) \), and a one-one reduction, \( r(x) \), from \( \{0,1\}^* \) to \( A \) such that \( |r(x)| \leq p(|x|) \).

In the definition of thickness, we do not require that the reduction \( r \) be polynomially computable; we do require that it have a polynomial bound on the size of the gaps (i.e., the number of contiguous intervals) in its codomain.

There are two approaches that one might take to constructing an oracle for which all NP-complete sets are p-isomorphic: either one might diagonalize away from those sets that are not p-isomorphic to SAT\(^A\), to somehow make those sets incomplete, or one might simply to encode p-isomorphisms between SAT\(^A\) and all \( \leq^P_m \)-complete sets for NP\(^A\) into the oracle. We use a combination of these two approaches. We use a diagonalization argument to ensure that sets that do not have the same density as SAT\(^A\), up to a polynomial factor, are not complete. Then, to make a complete set, T\(^A\), p-isomorphic to SAT\(^A\), we code the p-isomorphism \( g : T^A \leftrightarrow SAT^A \) into the oracle. Given A, for each \( x \) and each \( g \) we can compute \( g(x) \) with only \( 2 \ast |g(x)| \) polynomial size (in \( |x| \)) queries to A, and similarly, for \( g^{-1} \). Before showing how to construct the oracle A, we need to discuss the density of SAT\(^A\) and the way we code relativized Boolean formulas over the alphabet \( \{0,1\}^* \).

Lemma 2.2.2. There is a polynomial encoding of SAT\(^A\) into \( \{0,1\}^* \) such that SAT\(^A\) is both thick and co-thick.
Proof. When we consider \( SAT \) as the set of satisfiable Boolean formulas in conjunctive normal form over the finite alphabet \( \Sigma \) of logical symbols and variables, it is easy to see that the subset of \( \Sigma^* \) consisting of tautologies is thick.\(^4\) Since \( SAT \subseteq SAT^A \), \( SAT^A \) is also thick over \( \Sigma \). However, for the purposes of our proof, it is useful to think of \( SAT^A \) as a subset of \( \{0,1\}^* \) rather than \( \Sigma^* \); that is, we code relativized Boolean formulas over the standard alphabet \( \Sigma \) into \( \{0,1\}^* \). Doing this allows us to identify certain subsets of \( SAT^A \) quickly. It also allows us to identify particular relativized Boolean formulas with particular elements of \( A \), also strings over \( \{0,1\}^* \).

We could define a mapping from \( \Sigma^* \) to \( \{0,1\}^* \) simply by using the change of base formula. This would give us an encoding of \( SAT^A \) in \( \{0,1\}^* \) of the same density, modulo a constant, as the original. Furthermore, it would furnish us with a deterministic linear-time reduction from \( SAT^A \) over \( \Sigma^* \) to \( SAT^A \) over \( \{0,1\}^* \). However, later details of the proof are cleaner if we use a simple variant of this coding.

We wish to be able to recognize certain types of relativized formulas. Therefore, we code all purely Boolean formulas (those that do not refer to the oracle), as strings beginning with "1." We code all formulas that make reference to the oracle as strings beginning with a "0." Those that consist of a single oracle query will begin with "00," and more complex formulas that involve oracle queries will begin "01." With this coding technique, half the strings in \( I(n) \) represent Boolean formulas without oracle references. Of these, a thick subset are satisfiable. Thus, \( SAT \subseteq SAT^A \) implies that \( SAT^A \) is thick with respect to

\(^4\) We define the following function \( f \) from the set of Boolean formulas into the set \( TAUT \) of tautologies. Let \( b \) be a Boolean formula in conjunctive normal form. Then \( f(b) = b \lor \neg b \). If \( b \) is the conjunction of \( k \) clauses of length \( \leq s \), then \( f(b) \) will have \( k^2 \) clauses of length \( \leq 2s \), so \( f \) is polynomially bounded. If we interpret each element of \( \{0,1\}^* \) as a unique Boolean formula, this shows that \( TAUT \) is thick. A similar argument shows that \( coTAUT \subseteq coSAT \) is also thick. Note that any set that is \( p^A \)-isomorphic to \( SAT^A \) is also thick.
this coding scheme, for any oracle \( A \). A similar argument shows that \( \text{coSAT}^A \) is also thick for any \( A \). ■

We are now ready to prove our first major result.

**Theorem 2.2.3.** There is an oracle \( A \) such that \( P^A \neq UP^A \), and all sets that are \( \leq^P_m \)-complete for \( NP^A \) are \( p^A \)-isomorphic. Furthermore, the oracle \( A \) is in \( E \).

**Proof.** There are three sets of requirements in this construction. In order that \( P^A \neq UP^A \), we define the set

\[
L^A = \{0^n : \exists z \in A, |z| = n \text{ and } z = 01w\},
\]

and we require that for each \( P^A_s \in P^A \), \( P^A_s \neq L^A \). We construct \( A \) so that \( L^A \in UP^A \). In order that all of the \( \leq^P_m \)-complete sets for \( NP^A \) are \( p^A \)-isomorphic, we require that they are all thick. Finally, we code \( p^A \)-isomorphisms between these sets and \( SAT^A \) into the oracle \( A \), so that each isomorphism can be computed in polynomial time, using the oracle as a table. We refer to these three types of requirements as diagonalization, thickening, and coding.

The construction will proceed in stages. At stage \( s \), we decide \( A \) on all strings from length \( n_s \) up to \( n_{s+1} \). At stage \( s \), we will consider the sets \( \{T^A_0, \ldots T^A_s\} \) recognized by the first \( s + 1 \) nondeterministic polynomial time oracle Turing machines in our enumeration, and the first \( s + 1 \) polynomially computable functions, \( \{f_0, \ldots f_s\} \). If some \( f_j \) is a reduction from \( SAT^A \) to \( T^A_i \) (where defined on strings of length \( \leq n_s \)), we say that \( T^A_i \) is active, and that \( f_j \) is active for \( T^A_i \).

In the construction, we begin stage \( s \) by meeting one diagonalization requirement \( (P^A_s(0^n) \neq L^A(0^n)) \) for some \( n \). However, the diagonalization depends on the details of the other parts of the construction, so we begin by describing those.

**Thickening**
At stage $s$, suppose $T^A$ is active, so some $f_j$ ($j \leq s$) is a reduction from $SAT^A$ to $T^A$ where it is defined. If $f_j$ were one-one, we would be done, since the one-one image of a thick, co-thick set is itself thick and co-thick. We can force $f_j$ to be one-one on a thick subset of formulas, namely the formulas of the form “$x_0 \in A$,” for strings $x_0$ beginning with 00. Notice that such formulas are easily recognizable, and that exactly one quarter of the formulas of any length are of that form. (In fact, the codes for such formulas also begin 00. This is simple coincidence.) This part of the construction relies on the fact that the reductions $f_j$ do not consult the oracle.

For each active $T^A$, in turn, and each active reduction $f$ from $SAT^A$ to $T^A$, we guarantee that $f$ is one-one on these formulas, or that $f$ is not a reduction from $SAT^A$. If there are formulas $b_1 = "x_0 \in A"$, and $b_2 = "y_0 \in A"$ for some $x_0$ of length between $n_s$ and $n_{s+1}$, and $y_0$ of length less than $n_{s+1}$, both beginning with 00, and furthermore, $f(b_1) = f(b_2)$, then we spoil $f$ as a reduction from $SAT^A$, by deciding $A(x_0) = SAT^A(b_1)$ so that $SAT^A(b_1) \neq SAT^A(b_2) = A(y_0)$. Notice that $f(b_1)$ and $f(b_2)$ do not change when we change $A$. That is necessary for this part of the construction.

At stage $s$, we may decide $A(x_0)$ for up to $(s + 1)^2$ strings beginning 00. Once this is done, we can assume that each active $f$ is one-one on all but $(s + 1)^2$ formulas of lengths $n_s$ up to $n_{s+1}$ beginning with 00. Of the remaining strings of these lengths beginning with 00, we include half in $A$, and restrain half (for each length). Thus, each active set is thick. Notice that any $T^A$ that is $\leq_m$-complete for $NP^A$ will have some reduction $f$ that is consistent after some stage $s'$, so $T^A$ will remain thick. Furthermore, the polynomial bound on $|f(x)|$ will give us an approximate bound on the density of both $T^A$ and $co-T^A$.

Coding

The $p^A$-isomorphisms we define are influenced periodically by the diagonalization part of each stage. However, we use lexical mappings between the active sets and $SAT^A$ as
the default computations. As we observed above, each $T^A$ that is $\leq^P_m$-complete for $NP^A$ is thick and co-thick, so the lexical isomorphism between $T^A$ and $SAT^A$ is polynomially bounded.\footnote{The lexical mapping is the simplest isomorphism between two sets, sending the $n^{th}$ element of the first set to the $n^{th}$ element of the second set, and the $n^{th}$ element of the complement of the first set to the $n^{th}$ element of the complement of the second set.} Suppose $T^A$ is active, and there is no ongoing coding of an isomorphism between $T^A$ and $SAT^A$. Then we begin by assigning a key to the isomorphism, that specifies the isomorphism. We assign a key to each new encoding of an isomorphism at stage $s$, so that each $q$ assigned is the least $q > s$ such that $q$ has not already been assigned.

Next, we assign a padding function $p(n)$. We choose $p$ so that $p(n)$ is at least the polynomial bound on the run-time of $SAT^A$, the polynomial bound on the run-time of $T^A$, and the bound on the lexical isomorphism that we can derive from the bound of the least-numbered active $f$ that is a reduction from $SAT^A$ to $T^A$.

Each coding string that we insert into the oracle begins with a 1, so as not to interfere with the thickening (or diagonalizing) strings. Each string answers a question of the form, "is the $m^{th}$ bit of $h(x)$ a 1," or, "is there a $m + 1^{st}$ bit of $h(x)$?" Thus, each string is a tuple that specifies the isomorphism key, the direction (to or from $SAT^A$), $x$, the type of question, and $m$. The implementation of this is not important, as long as it is consistent, and as long as each coding string begins with a 1.

Notice that we may drop and add sets from the active list, and we may discover that the padding function we have assigned is not sufficient, if we spoil the corresponding reduction and find a new one. In such cases, we say that the coding is injured, and we begin coding the isomorphism from the beginning, with a new key and padding function.\footnote{This technique is similar to the one used by Kurtz [K-85] to encode sparse sets into an oracle $A$, such that $P^A \neq NP^A$. In that construction, the codings are iteratively defined, based on approximations to the census function for the given set. The basis of each iteration is a polynomial large enough that the computation cannot query its}
Diagonalizing

At stage $s$, we guarantee that $P^A_s(0^n) \neq L^A(0^n)$, where $P^A_s$ is the $s^{th}$ $P^A$ machine. Remember that $L^A = \{x : \exists y \ |x| = |y| \text{ and } 01xy \in A\}$. $L^A$ is in $UP^A$ because we include at most one string of the form $01xy$ in $A$, for each $x$. We assume, without loss of generality, that $P^A_s(0^n)$ queries fewer than $2^{n-5}$ strings. Suppose $P^A_s(0^n)$ queries a string $w$ of length $> n$. If $w$ is of the form “0string,” then we restrain $w$ from $A$. This may mean that we restrain up to $2^{n-5}$ thickening strings of some length. However, that still leaves enough strings to adequately thicken $SAT^A$ and $coSAT^A$. Furthermore, we guarantee that each length is affected by at most one diagonalization. However, if $w$ is of the form “1string,” and codes part of $g(x)$, for some $p^A$-isomorphism $g : T^A \leftrightarrow SAT^A$, we need to be more careful.

Case 1. Part of $g(x)$ or $g(y) = x$ has already been encoded. We fix $A(w)$ to be consistent with this encoding.

Case 2. $g : T^A \rightarrow SAT^A$, and none of $g(x)$ has been encoded yet. We fix $g(x)$ to be a relativized Boolean formula $b((x, k), 0, r)$ specifying the condition that there is some string of length $r$ in $A$ of the form $001(x, k)0y$, for $k$ the key to the isomorphism $g$, and some $r > n + |k| + |x|$. (Notice that such a string is in the thickening region of the oracle.) Formally,

$$b((x, k), 0, r) = \neg x_1 \& \neg x_2 \& x_3 \& \text{(the next } |(x, k)| \text{ bits represent } (x, k))$$

$$\neg x_{(x,k)+1} \& [x_1 x_2 \cdots x_r \in A].$$

own encoding. In Kurtz’s proof, if a set is indeed sparse, it eventually becomes fully encoded. Here, if the set $T^A$ is truly $\leq^P_m$-complete, we eventually 1) find a reduction $f : SAT^A \rightarrow T^A$, and 2) a padding function that bounds the run-times of both $T^A$ and $g$. 

For example,

\[
b(1101, 12) = \neg x_1 \& \neg x_2 \& x_3 \& x_4 \& x_5 \& \neg x_6 \& x_7
\]

\[
\neg x_8 \& [x_1 x_2 \cdots x_{12} \in A].
\]

We choose \( r \) greater than \( n + |k| + |x| \), so that \( P_s^A(0^n) \) cannot query every string of the form \( 001xky \) of length \( r \); we also require that \( r > p_T(|x|) \), where \( p_T \) is a strictly increasing polynomial bound on the run-time of \( T_s^0 \), so that \( T_s^A(x) \) cannot query strings of length \( r \). We add the 0 on the end so that subsequent \( b \)'s in this diagonalization cannot restrain all of the oracle strings that this \( b \) discusses—this query generates a unique \( (x, k) \), and the 0 guarantees that only half the possible extensions can be restrained by another \( b \). We choose the least such \( r \) such that none of \( g(b((x, k), 0, r)) \) or \( g^{-1}(b((x, k), 0, r)) \) has been coded yet.

Since \( T^A \) appears to be complete at stage \( s \), there is some \( f : SAT^A \rightarrow T^A \) in \( \{f_0, \ldots, f_s\} \). Let \( f \) be such a reduction with the least number. Then the polynomial bound on \( |f(x)| \) gives us an estimate of the density of \( T^A \). Thus, we can guess a polynomial bound, \( p_g \), on the lexical isomorphism \( g_l : SAT^A \hookrightarrow T^A \), and on \( g_l^{-1} \). Then for any \( z \) with \( |z| > p_g(n) \), \( |g_l(z)| \) and \( |g_l^{-1}(z)| \) are greater than \( n \), so none of \( g(z) \) or \( g^{-1}(z) \) has been coded yet. Thus, we can always find an \( r > p_g(n) \). In fact, we can choose \( r \leq p_g(n) + p_T(|x|) + |k| + 2 \). Notice that \( n \) is polynomially bounded in \( |x| \), since \( g(x) \) has not yet been coded. This bound is also determined by \( g_l \). Since \( |b((x, k), 0, r)| \) is polynomially bounded in \( r \) (remember, \( |x| < r \)), \( g \) remains polynomially bounded, with a new bound depending on the run-time of \( T^A \) and the encoding of \( g : SAT^A \hookrightarrow T^A \). Notice that, as long as \( f \) remains a reduction from \( SAT^A \) to \( T^A \), this bound remains fixed.

**Case 3.** \( g : SAT^A \rightarrow T^A \), and none of \( g(x) \) or \( g^{-1}(y) = x \) has been encoded yet. Let \( f \) be as before. This time, we consider \( b(xy, r) \), for some \( y \) with \( |y| = p_g(n) + 1 \).
Let \( p_{SAT}(|z|) \) be a strictly increasing polynomial bound on the run-time of \( SAT^0(z) \), and \( p_f(|z|) \) a strictly increasing polynomial bound on \( |f(z)| \). If there is an \( r \) such that

\[
    r \leq |x| + p_g(n) + n + p_{SAT}(|x|) + 2,
\]

and a \( b(xy, r) \) such that none of \( g(f(b(xy, r))) \) or \( g^{-1}(f(b(xy, r))) \) has been coded, then we choose the least such

\[
    r > |x| + p_g(n) + n + p_{SAT}(|x|),
\]

and the least corresponding \( y \).

If no such \( b(xy, r) \) exists, then \( f \) maps all such formulas to strings \( w \) such that some of \( g(w) \) or \( g^{-1}(w) \) has been coded. Since there are \(< 2^{p_s(n)} \) such \( w \)'s, and \( > 2^{p_s(n)} \) formulas, \( f \) is not one-one on these formulas, so we spoil \( f \). If there is another active reduction \( f' : SAT^A \rightarrow T^A \), we replace \( f \) by the \( f' \) of lowest number and proceed as above. If not, we discontinue coding \( g \), restrain the string that \( P_s^A(0^n) \) just queried from the oracle, and continue computing \( P_s^A(0^n) \).

If \( f \) is one-one on the \( b(xy, r) \)'s, then there is a \( b(xy, r) \) that we can use. Thus, \( r \), and consequently \( g \), is still polynomially bounded in \( |x| \).

Notice that spoiling \( f \) requires that we fix a certain number of thickening strings. However, the only thickening strings of length \( r \) affected by the diagonalization are those beginning 001. This leaves all thickening strings of length \( r \) beginning 000 for thickening.

Notice that, in Case 2 or Case 2, we may later discover that \( f \) is not a reduction from \( SAT^A \) to \( T^A \). However, if \( T^A \) is \( \leq_{m}^P \)-complete for \( NP^A \), then there is some reduction \( f : T^A \rightarrow SAT^A \), and some stage \( t \), such that after stage \( t \), \( f \) is the active reduction from \( SAT^A \) to \( T^A \) with the lowest number. If we later discover that the function we considered is not a reduction, we say the encoding of \( g \) is injured, and we begin again, with a new key and padding function. Since this can only happen up to stage \( t \), we know that, eventually, some \( g : T^A \leftrightarrow SAT^A \) will be fully encoded in \( A \).
Finally, we claim that this diagonalization does not ruin any $p^A$-isomorphism $g$ (except for the finite injuries mentioned above). To show this, we must first describe how to compute $g(y)$ for those values of $y$ not directly affected by the diagonalization. We note that $P^A_s(0^n)$ queries fewer than $2^{n-5}$ strings, so we can simply not count those strings directly affected by the diagonalization when we compute the lexical ordering of the sets.\footnote{This process affects particular isomorphisms, rather than the sets themselves. Although we do not count $x$ or $b((x, k), 0, r)$ (in Case 2) when we compute $g$, we still count $b((x, k), 0, r)$ when we compute other isomorphisms from $SAT^A$.} Because so few strings are affected, and both sets are thick, this will add no more than a constant, determined by $T^A$, to the length of each new $g(x)$. Thus, $g$ remains a $p^A$-isomorphism between $T^A$ and $SAT^A$.\footnote{Although this section of the proof does not follow their proof exactly, step 6 was inspired by the proof of Theorem 4 in [LY-88].} We guarantee that diagonalizations never overlap, so each $g(x)$ is affected by at most one diagonalization. Therefore, $g$ remains polynomially bounded.

Finally, we add one string of length $n$, of the form $01string$, to $A$ if $P^A_s(0^n) = 0$.

**The Construction**

**Stage 0.** $A = \emptyset$.

**Stage s.** $A$ is decided up to strings of length $n_s$. We begin with a diagonalization, with $n = n_s$. We then set $n_{s+1}$ to two more than the length of the longest string affected by the diagonalization.

Next we perform the thickening, and then the coding, one length at a time, for all lengths up to $n_{s+1}$. We note that the diagonalization affects at most 3/4 of the thickening strings of any given length: $P^A_s(0^n)$ can query no more than 1/4 of them directly, and the
b's can restrain only those strings beginning 001, i.e., no more than half of the thickening strings of a given length.

Thus, we construct an oracle A for which $P^A \neq UPA$ and all $\leq_m^{PA}$-complete sets for $NP^A$ are $p^A$-isomorphic. ■

Theorem 2.2.3 raises several interesting questions. The first is whether we have constructed an oracle counter-example to Joseph and Young’s conjecture. Joseph and Young [JY-85] asked whether, if $f$ is a one-way function, $f(SAT) \cong^p SAT$. Notice that, if $f^A$ is a one-way function, $f^A(SAT^A)$ is $\leq_m^{PA}$-complete for $NP^A$. However, we have no guarantee that $f^A(SAT^A)$ is $\leq_m^P$-complete for $NP^A$. In other words, it is possible that $f^A(SAT^A)$ is not $p^A$-isomorphic to $SAT^A$, even though all of the $\leq_m^P$-complete sets for $NP^A$ are $p^A$-isomorphic.

The next question is whether we have considered the right class of complete sets for $NP^A$. In Theorem 2.2.3, we “collapsed” the $\leq_m^P$-complete sets for $NP^A$. Clearly, this is not the only definition of many-one complete sets for $NP^A$. For instance, we could have considered the $\leq_m^{PA}$-complete sets for $NP^A$, since that is clearly a stronger definition. It could be argued, however, that the definition we used is the natural definition of many-one completeness in an oracle setting, since it is the same definition as in the unrelativized case. The fact that $SAT^A$ is $\leq_m^P$-complete for $NP^A$ lends strength to this argument. Although we often consider Logspace reductions on $P$, or $PSPACE$, for instance, it could also be argued that it is unnatural to consider reductions that are less powerful than the Turing Machines we are also discussing.

We next consider $p^A$-isomorphisms of $\leq_m^{PA}$-complete sets for $NP^A$. This class of complete sets properly contains the class of $\leq_m^P$-complete sets for many $A$'s. In Theorem 2.2.4, we modify the construction of Theorem 2.2.3 to show that the two classes of $NP^A$ sets can be distinguished with respect to collapsing, i.e., to $p^A$-isomorphisms.
Theorem 2.2.4. There is a modification of oracle $A$ such that all $\leq_{m}^{P}$-complete sets for $NP^{A}$ are $p^{A}$-isomorphic but not all $\leq_{m}^{P,A}$-complete sets are $p^{A}$-isomorphic.

Proof. One way of ensuring that there are non-$p^{A}$-isomorphic complete sets is to have a complete set that is not thick. The construction of Theorem 2.2.3 ensures that all $\leq_{m}^{P}$-complete sets for $NP^{A}$ are $p^{A}$-isomorphic. At the same time, we can construct a set $G$ that is $\leq_{m}^{P,A}$-complete, and that has exponentially large gaps, or empty intervals, by adding some extra coding to the oracle. These gaps guarantee that there is no polynomially bounded reduction from $G$ to $SAT^{A}$.\footnote{This technique has also been used in [Kur-83 & HHem-87].}

$G$ is simple to describe. If $h(0) = 2$, and $h(n + 1) = 2^{h(n)}$, then for strings of lengths $h(2n)$ to $h(2n + 1)$, $G$ is identical to $SAT^{A}$, and empty otherwise. In order that $G$ contain no strings of lengths between $h(2n + 1)$ and $h(2n + 2)$, we code those portions of $SAT^{A}$ into $A$. We use the same coding ideas that we used in the construction of Theorem 2.2.3. We reserve the number 2 as the key for this coding; we append $1^{p(n)}$ to each encoding of a string in $I(n)$, where $p(n)$ is a monotonically increasing polynomial bound on the run-time of $SAT^{()}$. The encoding, $e(x)$, is of the form $1^{p(|x|)}\langle 1^{2}, 0, x, 1 \rangle$ whenever $h(2n) \leq |x| < h(2n + 1)$ for some $n$. Since $|e(x)| > p(|x|)$, $SAT^{A}(x)$ can not consult its own encoding.

We use a similar coding scheme for the intervals of $SAT^{A}$ and for the isomorphisms because we do not want the different codings to interfere with each other. This way, we know that the same string is never called on to encode both a satisfiable formula, and (part of) an isomorphism.

Finally, we show that the set

$$G = \{x : \exists n \ h(2n) \leq |x| < h(2n + 1) \text{ and } SAT^{A}(x) = 1\}$$
is \( \leq_{m}^{P,A} \)-complete for \( NP^A \). If \( S \in NP^A \) and \( f : S \rightarrow SAT^A \), we describe the reduction \( g^A : S \rightarrow G \) as follows:

\[
g^A(x) = \begin{cases} 
  f(x) & \text{if } \exists n \ h(2n) \leq |f(x)| < h(2n + 1) \\
  T & \text{if } \exists n \ h(2n + 1) \leq |f(x)| < h(2n + 2) \\
  & \text{and } e(f(x)) \in A \\
  F & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases}
\]

where \( T \) and \( F \) are the strings \( x_0 \lor \neg x_0 \) and \( x_0 \land \neg x_0 \) respectively. (We assume that \( T \) is in \( G \).) We observe that

\[
x \in S \leftrightarrow f(x) \in SAT^A \leftrightarrow g^A(x) \in G.
\]

We have to modify the construction from Theorem 2.2.3 so that the diagonalizations (step 6) only occur in the intervals where \( SAT^A \) is not coded into the oracle. Before, the diagonalizations controlled the number of intervals decided at each stage. Now, we extend the construction so that at stage \( s \), we determine all of \( A \) from \( I(h(2s)) \) to \( I(h(2s + 1)) \). Thus, when we decide \( L^A(0^n) \) for some \( n \) at stage \( s \), all of the strings affected by this diagonalization will have lengths less than \( h(2s + 1) \). Thus, the encoding of \( SAT^A \) will have no impact on the process of diagonalizing. ■

If we look carefully at the construction in Theorem 2.2.3, we see that there are several parts: "thickening" \( \leq_{m}^{P} \)-complete sets, coding isomorphisms, and keeping \( P^A \neq UP^A \). For each potential reduction, \( f \), from \( SAT^A \), either \( f \) is one-one almost everywhere on the set \( M \), so we can use it to thicken the corresponding complete set, or we spoil \( f \). The thickening works because, if \( T^{A_s}(f(x)) = T^{A_s}(f(y)) \), then \( T^A(f(x)) = T^A(f(y)) \) for any \( A \) extending \( A_s \). However, this does not necessarily hold if \( f(x) \) depends on the oracle. This property, which we would like to extend, was studied by Berman and Hartmanis [BH-77], and formalized by Balcázar and Schöning [BS-85].
Definition 2.2.5. ([BS-85]) A set $B$ is strongly bi-immune if every polynomial reduction from $B$ is one-one almost everywhere. In other words, if $f$ is polynomially computable, and if $f(x) = f(y)$ implies that $x$ is in $B$ if and only if $y$ is in $B$, then $f$ is one-one on all but a finite number of strings.

The proof of Theorem 2.2.3 shows that the purely oracle-dependent formulas form a subset of $SAT^A$ that is thick, co-thick and strongly bi-immune with respect to $\leq_m^P$-reductions. Thus, all of the $\leq_m^P$-complete sets for $NP^A$ have the same density, up to polynomial factors. Since this subset of $SAT^A$ is in $P^A$, it cannot be bi-immune with respect to $\leq_m^{P,A}$-reductions. Unfortunately, we cannot simply alter the construction to allow the reductions we consider to query the oracle, since this would interfere with the coding.\textsuperscript{10} However, this aspect of the proof can be isolated, and extended to reductions that are allowed to query the oracle. Kurtz [Kur-86] constructed an oracle $C$ and set $B \in NP^C$ such that $B$ is strongly bi-immune with respect to $\leq_m^{P,C}$-reductions.

It is not clear whether the Berman-Hartmanis conjecture holds with respect to Kurtz's oracle. It is also not clear how to combine this construction with any of the known techniques for deciding the conjecture. Unlike Theorem 2.2.3, there are no intervals on which we can temporarily ignore diagonalization requirements. While we cannot combine Kurtz' technique with coding isomorphisms into $C$, there are other techniques for guaranteeing that all $\leq_m^{P,C}$-complete sets for $NP^C$ are $p^C$-isomorphic. Thus, his construction may prove useful, though not in direct combination with Theorem 2.2.3.

\textsuperscript{10} The problem of simultaneously coding information and satisfying diagonalization requirements is one that has been a stumbling block for extending many results in this area, for instance, [KLD-86, KMR86&87]. In fact, many of the results about complete sets for $NP$ and $E$ use bounded truth-table reductions rather than many-one reductions precisely because of this problem.
Can strongly bi-immune sets help us in an unrelativized setting? [BH-77] showed that there is a strongly bi-immune set in $E$ that is not sparse. However, [Ber-77, Dow-78, W-86, & GH-88] also proved that all $\leq^P_m$-complete sets for $E$ are one-one interreducible. This implies that they are all of the same density, up to polynomial factors, reducing our interest in strongly bi-immune sets for this class. Moreover, it was observed that a strongly bi-immune set cannot be a $p$-cylinder. [BII-77] observed that any set that is $p$-isomorphic to $SAT$ is itself a $p$-cylinder. Thus, we see that the existence of a strongly bi-immune, $\leq^P_m$-complete set for $NP$ would actually contradict the Berman-Hartmanis conjecture.
2.3 The Construction of a Complexity Class Containing Non-Isomorphic \( \leq_{\text{btt}}^P \)

Complete Sets

In this section we prove a collection of results that show that there are settings in which not all complete sets are \( p^{(i)} \)-isomorphic.

**Theorem 2.3.1.** There is a sparse oracle \( C \), and sets \( A \) and \( B \) such that

- i) \( P^C \neq NP^C \);
- ii) \( A \) and \( B \) are \( \leq_{1\text{tt}}^P \)-complete for \( NP^C \);
- iii) \( A \) and \( B \) are both thick and co-thick; and
- iv) \( A \equiv_m^P B \), but \( A \not\equiv_{\text{p}^C} B \).

**Proof.** This construction precedes by stages. Each stage consists of two separate diagonalization steps: we diagonalize away from all potential \( p^C \)-isomorphisms from \( A \) to \( B \), and we guarantee that \( A \) is not recognized by any \( P^C \) algorithm. As we do each diagonalization step, we maintain \( \leq_{m}^P \)-reductions \( l : A \rightarrow B \) and \( r : B \rightarrow A \), and we construct a \( \leq_{1\text{tt}}^P \)-reduction \( e : SAT^C \rightarrow A (B) \). As we make decisions about \( A \) and \( B \), we also include strings in \( C \), so that both \( A \) and \( B \) are in \( NP^C \).

We begin with the two many-one, polynomially computable functions, \( l(x) \) and \( r(x) \); when we have completed the construction, \( l(x) \) will be a reduction from \( A \) to \( B \), and \( r(x) \) will be a reduction from \( B \) to \( A \). To do this construction, we need the functions \( l \) and \( r \) to have several specific properties. To this end, we begin by defining two polynomially computable functions that possess the necessary properties. (After reading our construction the reader will easily be able to find many other functions that would do equally well.)

*The reductions:*
\[
l(x) = \begin{cases} 
  x & \text{if } x = 0w; \\
  1|x| & \text{if } x = 1|x|; \\
  10|x| - 1 & \text{otherwise.}
\end{cases}
\]

\[
r(x) = \begin{cases} 
  x & \text{if } x = 0w; \\
  10|x| - 1 & \text{if } x = 10|x| - 1; \\
  1|x| & \text{otherwise.}
\end{cases}
\]

With these definitions we are now ready to construct the oracle \( C \), and sets \( A \) and \( B \) that are \( \leq^P_m \)-equivalent via the reductions \( l \) and \( r \), but not \( p^C \)-isomorphic. While doing so, we also ensure that \( A \) and \( B \) are \( \leq^{\Pi_2}_m \)-complete for \( NP^C \), and that \( P^C \neq NP^C \). The sets \( C, A \) and \( B \) are constructed in stages. Initially, \( C, A \) and \( B \) are in \( \overline{A} (\overline{B}) \). During stage \( s \) of the construction we decide which elements in the intervals \( I(n_s), I(n_s + 1), ..., I(n_{s+1} - 1) \) are in \( C, A \) and \( B \). Thus, during stage \( s \) we do not alter any elements of \( C, A \) or \( B \) that are in the intervals below \( I(n_s) \).

Notice that if \( l \) and \( r \) are reductions between \( A \) and \( B \), there are some constraints placed on how we may add elements to \( A \) and \( B \). For instance, any element beginning with 0 that is added to \( A \) must also be added to \( B \), and vice versa. These isomorphic intervals of \( A \) and \( B \) are used to encode \( SAT^C \). Furthermore, each subinterval of strings of the same length beginning with 1 (except \( 1^n \)) is a subset of either \( A \) or \( A \), since all of those strings map to the same string in \( B \) under the reduction \( l \). Similarly, the subinterval of strings of the same length beginning with 1 (except \( 10^{n-1} \)) is a subset of either \( B \) or \( B \). We call these subintervals the \(spoiling\) intervals, to contrast them with the coding intervals.
• $\leq_{1tt}^P$-completeness of $A$ and $B$

In order to define the encoding $e : SAT^C \to A$, we first define $e_1$ and $e_2$. Let $e_1$ code $SAT^C$ into the lowest quarter of each interval, and $e_2$ code $SAT^C$ into the second quarter. In other words, $e_1(x) = 00y$, and $e_2(x) = 01y$, for some $y$. Furthermore, for both encodings, $|e_i(x)| > q(|x|)$, where $q(|x|)$ is a strictly increasing polynomial bound on the run-time of a nondeterministic algorithm for $SAT^C(x)$. This prevents the computation of $SAT^C(x)$ from containing any queries about strings in $C$ that might represent the encoding of $SAT^C(x)$.

For each $n$, $e$ will be equal to one of $e_1$ or $e_2$ in $I(n)$. The unused coding subinterval will be empty. Given a set $T^C \in NP^C$, we can define a $\leq_{1tt}^P$-reduction $g$ from $T^C$ to $A$ as follows. Let $f$ be a $\leq_{m}^P$-reduction from $T$ to $SAT^C$.

$$g(x) = \begin{cases} e_1(f(x)) & \text{if } e_1(f(x)) \in A; \\ e_2(f(x)) & \text{otherwise.} \end{cases}$$

If $e_1(f(x)) \in A$, then $f(x) \in SAT^C$, so $x \in T^C$. If $e_1(f(x)) \notin A$, then either $e = e_2$ in that interval, or $x \notin T^C$. In either case, $e_2(f(x)) \in A$ if and only if $x \in T^C$. Thus, $A$ and $B$ are $\leq_{1tt}^P$-complete for $NP^C$.

• $A, B \in NP^C$

If $x = 1y$, and $x \neq 1^n$, then $x \in A$ if and only if there is some string of length $|x|$ in $C$, of the form $10z$. If $x = 1^n$, then $x \in A$ if and only if there is some string of length $|x|$ in $C$ of the form $11z$. If $x = 00y$, then $x \in A$ if and only if there is some string of length $|x|$ in $C$ of the form $00z$, and $(e_1 \circ f)^{-1}(x) \in SAT^C$. If $x = 01y$, then $x \in A$ if and only if there is some string of length $|x|$ in $C$ of the form $01z$, and $(e_1 \circ f)^{-1}(x) \in SAT^C$. To decide whether $x \in B$, simply decide whether $r(x) \in A$.

• Sparseness
The oracle $C$ contains at most three strings of any given length. For each $n$, $C$ contains a string of length $n$ of the form

- $00z$, if $e = e_1$ on $I(n)$; or
- $01z$, if $e = e_2$ on $I(n)$;
- $10z$, if the spoiling interval of $I(n)$ is contained in $A$; and
- $11z$, if the spoiling interval of $I(n)$ is contained in $B$.

Thus $C$ is sparse.

We include spoiling intervals in $A$ and $B$ for one of two reasons: to spoil a potential $p^C$-isomorphism between $A$ and $B$, or to guarantee that $A$ and $B$ are not in $P^C$.

- **Initialization and specification**

  We begin by fixing an enumeration of polynomial time functions. Let $p_i(|x|)$ be a strictly increasing polynomial bound on the run-time of $f_i^0(x)$. We require that our enumeration satisfy $p_i(n) < 2^{n-3}$ for all $n > i$.

  Next, we fix the enumeration of polynomial time oracle Turing machines, $M_i^0$. Let $q_i(|x|)$ be a strictly increasing polynomial bound on the run-time of $M_i^0(x)$. We require that $q_i(n) < 2^{n-3}$ for all $n > i$.

- **The construction**

  *Stage 0.* $C = A = B = \emptyset$.

  *Stage s.* As we mentioned at the beginning of the proof, stage $s$ consists of two steps, which we refer to as the diagonalization step and the spoiling step. The diagonalization steps guarantee that each deterministic polynomial time oracle Turing machine $T_i^C$ does not recognize $A$, so $P^C \neq NP^C$, and the spoiling steps guarantee that $A$ and $B$ are not $p^C$-isomorphic. At the end of each step, we code $SAT^C$ into $A$ and $B$ so that they will be $\leq_{i,P}^P$-complete for $NP^C$. We begin with the spoiling step.
• $A \not\equiv_{P,C} B$

Let $f_1^0, f_2^0, f_3^0, \ldots$ be an enumeration of polynomially computable functions, as specified above. We need to ensure that any pair, $(f_i^C, f_j^C)$, of functions that are mutual inverses are not reductions between $A$ and $B$. To do this we consider one pair $(f_i^C, f_j^C)$ at each stage.

At stage $s$, let $(f_i^C, f_j^C)$ be the first pair of functions that have not been considered at an earlier stage. We begin by verifying that the pair behave as mutual inverses on all elements on intervals $I(1)$ up to $I(n_s)$, and that they are reductions between $A_s$ and $B_s$. If either of these conditions fail, then $f_i^C$ and $f_j^C$ cannot form an isomorphism between $A$ and $B$, so we are done with the spoiling step of stage $s$. Otherwise, we must add elements to $A$ and $B$ to spoil the possibility that $f_i^C$ and $f_j^C$ form a $P^C$-isomorphism.

If $f_i^C$ is one-one and we compute $f_i^C$ on the upper half of $I(n_s)$, then there must be strings where $f_i^C$ and $l$ do not agree. If we let $x$ be the least element in that interval such that $f_i^C(x) \neq 10^{n_s-1}$, and we ensure that $A(x) \neq B(f_i^C(x))$, then we will have guaranteed that $f_i^C : A \not\rightarrow B$. If $f_i^C(x)$ queries $C$ about some $z$ of length $\geq n_s$, we immediately restrain $z$ from $C$. Because of the enumeration of $f_i^{(1)}$'s we have chosen, this cannot restrain all of the strings that could represent $y$, for any $y$ of length $\geq n$.

To ensure that $A(x) \neq B(f_i^C(x))$, we do the following.

Case 1: $f_i^C(x)$ is in an interval less than $I(n_s)$. Then $B(f_i(x))$ was decided at an earlier stage, so we simply add $x$ to $A$ if and only if $f_i^C(x)$ is not in $B$.

Case 2: $f_i^C(x)$ is in a spoiling interval greater than or equal to $I(n_s)$. Then neither $x$ nor $f_i^C(x)$ have been added to $A$ or $B$. Therefore, we simply add $x$ to $A$ and $f_i^C(x)$ to $B$.

Case 3: $f_i^C(x)$ is in a coding interval greater than or equal to $I(n_s)$. Then we fix $e$ on that interval so that $f_i^C(x)$ is not in the range of $e$. This implies that $f_i^C(x) \notin B$, so we add $x$ to $A$.  

Note that in Case 2 or Case 3, $f_i^C(x)$ may be in an interval that is greater than $I(n_s)$. Furthermore, $f_i^C(x)$ may have queried a string $z$ in an interval greater than $I(n_s)$. Let $n_s + m$ be the length of the longest string affected by the computation. Now, during the remainder of this step of stage $s$, we decide which elements in the intervals $I(n_s), \ldots, I(n_s + m)$ are in $A$ and $B$, and which elements are in $C$. Our first task is to add to $A$, $B$, $\overline{A}$ and $\overline{B}$, elements whose membership is tied to the decisions we made about $x$ and $f_i^C(x)$. For the other intervals, the even-length spoiling intervals are included in $A$ and $\overline{B}$, and the odd-length intervals vice-versa. Next we choose the least representative in $C$ that has not been restrained for each spoiling interval we have added to $A$ or $B$, and for each interval of $e$.

We observe that, once $C$, $A$, and $B$ are constructed, $A \not\in P^C B$. Suppose this were not the case. Let $f^C$ be a $p^C$-isomorphism from $A$ to $B$. Let $s_1, s_2, s_3, \ldots$ be an infinite sequence such that at each stage $s_k$, the functions $f_i^C$ and $f_j^C$ considered are equal to $f^C$ and $(f^C)^{-1}$. Then at each stage $s_k$, for each $k$, there is a corresponding $x$ such that $A(x) \neq B(f^C(x))$. This contradicts our assumption that $f^C$ was a $p^C$-isomorphism from $A$ to $B$. Thus $A \not\in P^C B$.

- $P^C \neq NP^C$

This step in the construction is again modeled on the construction in [BGS-75] of an oracle to separate $P$ and $NP$. It is similar to the spoiling step. At stage $s$, suppose that the spoiling step of the stage has decided membership in $A$, $B$, and $C$ for all strings up to $I(n_s + m + 1)$. Let $x$ be a string in the spoiling interval of $I(n_s + m + 1)$ of $A$. Let $M_s^i$ be the $s^{th}$ deterministic polynomial time oracle Turing machine in our enumeration. We run $M_s^C(x)$, restraining any $z$ of length $> n_s + m$ that is queried. We set $A(x) = 1 - M_s^C(x)$. This guarantees that $M_s^C$ does not recognize $A$. Since each set recognized by a deterministic polynomial time oracle program is recognized by infinitely many programs
in our enumeration, this construction guarantees that any such program with oracle $C$ is wrong about $A$ infinitely often. Furthermore, since $A \leq_{m}^{P} B$, this also guarantees that any such program with oracle $C$ is wrong about $B$ infinitely often. Thus $A$ and $B \in NP^{C} - P^{C}$.

To finish stage $s$, we decide membership in $C$, $A$ and $B$ of all strings up to $I(n_{s+1})$, where $n_{s+1}$ is one more than the longest string affected by this step. Then we let $e = e_{1}$ on those intervals, and we decide the remaining spoiling intervals on the basis of parity, as before. Finally, we choose the least representative that has not been restrained for each subinterval, and include it in $C$, if a representative is required. Notice that $e$ is a one-one, polynomially bounded reduction from $SAT^{C}$ to $A$ and $B$, so each is thick.

Observation 2.3.2. In the construction above, the oracle $C$ is in $E$.

Observation 2.3.3. In the construction above, $P^{C} \neq UP^{C}$.

The set consisting of the spoiling subintervals of $A$ is in $UP^{C} - P^{C}$.

Because we have incorporated Baker, Gill and Solovay’s construction into the construction of Theorem 2.3.1, the question arises of whether we can show that this result holds with probability one, in the style of [BG-81]. However, Bennet and Gill’s Lemma 1 does not apply here, since the set $A$ violates Condition 4 of their Lemma 1: $SAT^{C} \subset A$, and $SAT^{C}$ is a $p$-cylinder, so each bit of $C$ decides infinitely many bits of $SAT^{C}$, and hence of $A$. Kozen and Machtey [KM-80] give an alternative characterization of the oracle properties that hold with probability one. They show that a diagonalization language $L$ is not in a class $M$ if and only if for each $M_{i} \in M$, the set of oracles $A$ such that $L^{A} = M_{i}^{A}$ is nowhere dense. In the construction for Theorem 2.3.1, we have the requirement that there is a witness for $e$, for each interval. In other words, we set aside some polynomially recognizable subset $E$ of $C$, such that, for each $n$, $e = e_{1}$ on $I(n)$ if there is a witness in some specified subset of $E$, and $e = e_{2}$ on $I(n)$ if there is a witness in some other specified subset.
of $E$; there must be a witness for at least one of these. This necessity makes the set of acceptable extensions of $C_s$ nowhere dense. Thus, we cannot prove that there is an oracle $C$ extending $C_s$ that properly defines $A$ and $B$, such that $L^C \neq M^O$. However, many of the constructions discussed in [BG-81], such as the Baker, Gill and Solovay construction, are compatible with this one. Our next theorem shows that this combined construction is robust, in the sense that it can be successfully combined with many other constructions. It is essential to note that the construction does not require the addition of specific elements to the oracle, although it does require that certain elements be restrained from the oracle.

The two properties that make the construction robust are the possibility of satisfying each requirement of the construction at whatever stage it is introduced, and the notion of a restraint set. It is possible to combine more than one such construction if the combined restraint sets do not interfere with any so-called “positive” requirements of including elements in the oracle. At least, they should not restrain every element.

**Definition 2.3.4.** We say that an oracle construction can accept a bounded restraint set if there is some super-polynomial function $f(n) < 2^n$, such that it is possible to complete the construction, even if for each $n$, up to $f(n)$ strings of length $n$ have been previously restrained from the oracle.

It is sufficient in the following theorem that when we are combining two constructions, each one restrains no more than $1/4$ of the strings of a given length.

The following definition adds more structure than what we actually used in combining the two constructions above. We could have encoded $A$ and $B$ on the odd strings, and the Baker, Gill and Solovay set on the even strings. We separate them in the definition in order to see more clearly how the two constructions interact.

**Definition 2.3.5.** We say that an oracle construction can tolerate delays if the oracle can be divided into two infinite, thick, polynomially recognizable sets, $E$ and $O$, so that
1) the construction can be carried out in $E$,
2) the construction can accept a bounded restraint set within $E$, and
3) the construction only affects $O$ in a bounded restraint set.

The delays come from the other construction. By specifying that both constructions can accept delays, we guarantee that a requirement from one construction will not injure one from the other construction. This is important, since it would be difficult to confine injuries induced by another, independent construction. A typical forcing argument (in the sense of Torenvliet and Van Emde Boas [TV-86]), such as Kurtz’s construction of a strongly bi-immune set, cannot tolerate delays, whereas a straightforward diagonalization argument can.

**Corollary 2.3.6.** Any oracle construction that can tolerate delays can be combined with the oracle construction of Theorem 2.3.1.

To prove this Corollary, we need only go through the proof of Theorem 2.3.1, replacing the Baker, Gill and Solovay construction by something else, or combining it with a new construction. Notice that there is a lot of flexibility in the old construction. A spoiling requirement can be satisfied whenever it is introduced. Therefore, we can delay the old construction, if that will simplify the new one. In fact, we can even allow the new construction to insert elements into some of the even intervals, as long as the intervals are syntactically correct for the old construction and there are infinitely many intervals left for the old construction. In other words, the new construction may define arbitrary intervals of $E$ (and thus of $A$ and $B$), so long as those intervals are in the form of the intervals determined by the construction in Theorem 2.3.1, and at each stage, the old construction can determine some intervals of $E$. It is likely that the new $A$ and $B$ will be different from the old $A$ and $B$, but the crucial properties will still hold, that $A \not\in^{P,C} B$, and that $A$ and $B$ are $\leq_{1tt}$-complete for $NP^C$. The one property that may be lost in the combination is
the sparseness of the oracle. This is evident, for instance, in the proof sketch for Corollary 2.3.8.

**Corollary 2.3.7.** There is a modification of the oracle $C$ in Theorem 2.3.1, such that every infinite set in $NP^C$ (or $NP^C \cup coNP^C$) has an infinite $P^C$ subset.

**Corollary 2.3.8.** There is a modification of the oracle $C$ in Theorem 2.3.1, such that $NP^C = coNP^C$.

*Sketch of proof.* We simply "hide" $coSAT^C$ in $C$ so that it can be found by an $NP^C$ algorithm but not by a $P^C$ algorithm, and so that each $x$ is represented by a string sufficiently long that $coSAT^C(x)$ cannot query its own representative. ■

**Corollary 2.3.9.** There is a modification of the oracle $C$ in Theorem 2.3.1, such that $NP^C \neq coNP^C$.

*Sketch of proof.* To show that $NP^C \neq coNP^C$, we construct an infinite set $S \in NP^C$ such that $S$ intersects every infinite set in $NP^C$. Thus, $S \notin coNP^C$. The construction is the usual diagonalization with finite injury, except that we are diagonalizing over $NP^C$ sets, $T_i^C$, rather than $P^C$ sets. However, to find $x \in T_i^C$, we need only find one accepting computation of $T_i^C(x)$, so we only need to restrain one set of oracle queries of polynomial size. Therefore, the restraint set remains bounded. ■

**Corollary 2.3.10.** There is a modification of the oracle $C$ in Theorem 2.3.1, such that $NE^C \neq E^C$.

In [AFH-86], Ambos-Spies, Fleischhack, and Huwig attempted to unify many of the common diagonalization arguments over $P$. They described a class of diagonalization proofs, and showed that there are sets that have *all* of the properties specified by these diagonalizations. Most of the sets constructed in their paper are tally sets, and we will use this convention here.
Definition 2.3.11. ([AFH-86]) A property $Q$ is enforced by a p-standard diagonalization if there is a sequence $\{C_e\}$ of sets in $P$ such that for any tally set $T$, if for every $e \in \mathbb{N}$,

$$(\exists^\infty s) \ (\exists i) \leq 1 \ [T \uparrow s \ast (i) \in C_e]$$

$$\Rightarrow \ (\exists s) \ [T \uparrow s \in C_e]$$

then $T$ has property $Q$. In other words, if $T$ meets every $C_e$ that gives it infinitely many chances to do so, then $T$ has property $Q$.

(Here, "$T \uparrow s$" means the binary string $b$ of length $s$, where the $k^{th}$ bit of $b$ is 1 if and only if $0^k \in T$.)

Theorem 2.3.12. Any property that is enforceable by a p-standard diagonalization is compatible with the construction in Theorem 2.3.1.

Sketch of proof. We assume that the set constructed by the p-standard diagonalization depends on the second half of each interval of $C$: $T^A = \{0^k : \exists y \ |y| = k - 1 \text{ and } 1y \in A\}$. We construct $A$, and $T^A$, by stages. At the beginning of stage $s$, we attempt to satisfy some active requirement, where a requirement $R_e$ says that $T^A \uparrow s \in C_e^A$, and $R_e$ is active if $e \leq s$ and it has not yet been met. If there is some $e$ such that $T^A \uparrow n_e \ast (i) \in C_e^A$ for $i = 0$ or 1, we fix $A$ so that this holds for the least such $e$ and $i$, restraining any string of length $\geq n_e$ that $C_e^A(T^A \uparrow n_e \ast (i))$ queries. This can easily be shown to be a bounded restraint set. We then proceed with the construction from Theorem 2.3.1 on the rest of the interval. At each stage, we define $A$ on exactly one interval, given a bounded restraint set from previous intervals. This is a finite injury construction, since each time we satisfy one requirement of the new construction, we may ignore the possibility of satisfying higher numbered requirements on strings in that interval. Fortunately, we only care about those requirements that give us infinite opportunity to satisfy them. ■
As corollaries to Theorem 2.3.12, we have that all of the constructions listed in [AFH-86] are compatible with the construction in Theorem 2.3.1.

**Corollary 2.3.13.** There is a modification of the oracle $C$ in Theorem 2.3.1 such that there is a $p^C$-bi-immune set in $NP^C$.

**Corollary 2.3.14.** There is a modification of the oracle $C$ in Theorem 2.3.1 such that there is a set $D \in NP^C$ that is not auto-$p^C$-reducible. In other words, if $f^C : D \to D$ is a $\leq_{m}^{p,C}$-reduction, then $f^C$ is the identity almost everywhere.

We will give the definitions of $p$-selective and $NT$ sets in §3.2. The relevant fact is that, in each case, there is a polynomial algorithm that relates the membership of two elements in such a set. Thus, a $p$-standard diagonalization will avoid both properties.

**Corollary 2.3.15.** There is a modification of the oracle $C$ in Theorem 2.3.1 such that there is a set in $NP^C$ that is not $p^C$-selective.

**Corollary 2.3.16.** There is a modification of the oracle $C$ in Theorem 2.3.1 such that there is a set in $NP^C$ that is not in $NT^C$.

There are a number of oracle constructions that are not compatible with this one. Several such constructions involve coding information into polynomially recognizable subsets of the oracle, instead of hiding it, as we have done in the constructions above. The constructions that are incompatible with the construction in Theorem 2.3.1 tend to be compatible with the construction in Theorem 2.2.4 that separated the $\leq_{m}^{P,D}$-complete sets. (That construction involved coding exponentially long intervals of $SAT^D$ into the oracle $D$.) In fact, one example of this other sort of compatibility is Theorem 2.2.4. Another example comes from [HHem-87], in which $P^D = UP^D$. Since most diagonalization constructions of oracles take one of these two forms (sparse "hidings" versus polynomial codings), it seems
that separating some class of $NP^C$-complete sets does not limit our other diagonalization options.

In [KLD-86], Ko, Long and Du constructed sets that are one-one equivalent, not p-isomorphic, and \( \leq_{bit}^P \)-complete for \( E \), using a one-way function. The proof of Theorem 2.3.1 yields a simpler proof that there are many-one equivalent \( \leq_{bit}^P \)-complete sets for \( E \) that are not p-isomorphic. In their construction, each diagonalization step affects infinitely many bits of \( A \) and \( B \); in our construction, each diagonalization directly affects only two subintervals.

The sets we construct are not necessarily equivalent under one-one p-reductions, but our proof does not require the existence of a one-way function. Kurtz, Mahaney and Royer have a proof of the same result in [KMR-86] that relies on the existence of p-immune sets in \( TIME[2^{cn}] \). While their proof is not necessarily difficult, ours is more direct, and gives more intuition about the sets constructed.

**Theorem 2.3.17.** There are sets \( A \) and \( B \in E \) such that

i) \( A \) and \( B \) are \( \leq_{bit}^P \)-complete for \( E \), and

ii) \( A \equiv_m^P B \), but \( A \not\equiv^P B \).

**Sketch of proof.** The construction is a simpler version of the construction in Theorem 2.3.1. Again, we start with the reductions \( l : A \rightarrow B \) and \( r : B \rightarrow A \), and construct \( A \) and \( B \) accordingly. We do not have an oracle, so there are no restraint sets. We take care not to consider any \( f_i \) until \( x \) is large enough that the run-time of \( f_i(x) \) is bounded by \( 2^{|x|} \), so the construction stays in exponential time. Finally, instead of letting \( e \) map \( SAT \) into \( A \), we choose some set \( K \) that is \( \leq_{m}^P \)-complete for \( E \) to take the place of \( SAT \).

Notice that we did not mention thickness in Theorem 2.3.11. By Berman's theorem [Ber-77], we know that all \( \leq_{m}^P \)-complete sets are thick and co-thick, so the reduction of \( E \) to \( A \) and \( B \) is sufficient to guarantee that both are thick and co-thick.
It is natural to ask at this point whether we could have constructed $A$ and $B$ so that they were $\leq_m^P$-complete. Unfortunately, we do not know how to do this. The difficulty here is that if $A$ and $B$ are to be $\leq_m^P$-complete, then the above construction must encode a copy of $A$ into $B$ and vice versa. However, all of the standard encoding methods result in reductions that are for all practical purposes one-one. This is in conflict with the part of the construction that ensured that $A$ and $B$ were not $p$-isomorphic by canceling one-one reductions between $A$ and $B$. As we have mentioned before, this difficulty is not unique to our constructions.

A final consequence of the proof techniques of Theorem 2.3.1 is that there are $\leq_m^P$-degrees that do not consist of a single isomorphism type.

**Corollary 2.3.18.** There is an $\leq_m^P$-degree that contains non-$p$-isomorphic sets.
CHAPTER 3. NEAR-TESTABLE SETS

3.1 Introduction

The near-testable sets were introduced in [GJY-87] as part of a study of the effect of internal structure on the complexity of a set. A set $A$ is near-testable if there is a polynomially computable function, $t$, that recognizes when its input, $x$, is on the boundary between $A$ and $\overline{A}$. In other words, for each string $x$, $t(x) = 1$ if and only if exactly one of $x$ and $x - 1$ (the immediate predecessor of $x$) is in $A$. The internal structures considered in [GJY-87] are ordering structures induced by the self-reducible properties. The ordering structure on near-testable sets is simply the lexicographic ordering.

Any set in $P$ is near-testable. The natural question to ask about near-testable sets is whether all near-testable sets are in $P$. I show (Theorem 3.3.1) that there are near-testable sets that are not in $P$ if there are one-way functions.\footnote{Recall that $f$ is a one-way function if it is polynomially computable, polynomially honest, and one-one function from strings to strings that has no polynomially computable inverse.} In [Hem-87], Hemachandra extended this result to show that there are near-testable sets that are not in $P$ if and only if there are sets in Parity-$P - P$.\footnote{A set $A$ is in Parity-$P$ if there is a nondeterministic Turing machine $M$ such that $x \in A$ if and only if $M(x)$ has an odd number of accepting computations. Parity-$P$ was introduced in [PZ-82].} These results were further extended in [GHJY-87] where it is shown that the collection of near-testable sets is one-one equivalent to the class Parity-$P$ via p-invertible functions.

In [GJY-87], a subclass of the p-cheatable sets, the (2 for 1) p-cheatable sets, was described as a potential extension of the near-testable sets. That paper asked about the
relationship between these two properties. I show (Theorem 3.4.1) that sets that are both (2 for 1) p-cheatable and near-testable are polynomially recognizable.\footnote{This was proved independently by Beigel, [Bei-87b].} This theorem was extended in [GJY-88c] to show that any p-cheatable set that is near-testable is in $P$.

In [GJY-88c], we also considered other combinations of self-reducible properties. For instance, we showed that Turing self-reducible, p-cheatable sets are in $P$.\footnote{This was shown independently in [ABG-88].} I have included several results of this type in §3.4 of this chapter. Although the near-testable sets are closely related to Parity-$P$, sufficient conditions for the existence of p-cheatable sets in Parity-$P - P$ are given. In combination with Theorem 3.4.1, this is reason to believe that (if Parity-$P \neq P$) Parity-$P$ is not equal to the near-testable sets. I also give sufficient conditions for the existence of p-selective, near-testable sets that are not in $P$, and a construction of a p-cheatable, p-selective set that is not in $P$. Thus, not all combinations of self-reducibility properties yield characterizations of $P$. 

3.2 Definitions

The sets we consider are either subsets of the natural numbers, or sets of strings over the alphabet $\Sigma$. Most frequently, we will use $\Sigma = \{0, 1\}$. With any alphabet $\Sigma$, there is a natural ordering of $\Sigma^*$, namely the lexicographic order. Thus, all strings of length $n$ precede all strings of length $n + 1$, and the strings of length $n$ are ordered by the "dictionary" order. This induces an isomorphism between $\Sigma^*$ and the natural numbers. We use "$x - 1$" to mean the immediate predecessor of $x$ in this order.

Definition 3.2.1. A set $A$ is near-testable ($A \in NT$) if there is a polynomially computable function that given $x$ decides whether exactly one of $x$ and $x - 1$ is in $A$. That is, the function

$$t(x) = \chi_A(x) + \chi_A(x - 1) \pmod{2}$$

is polynomially computable.

Thus, with respect to the lexicographic ordering on $\Sigma^*$, we can fully relate the membership questions for $x$ and $x - 1$. Near-testability is a special case of Balcázar's word decreasing query self-reducibility [Bal-87], an independently defined concept.

Observation 3.2.2. ([Bal-87], [GJY-87])

(i) If $A \in P$, then $A \in NT$;
(ii) if $A \in NT$, then $A \in E \cap PSPACE$;
(iii) there is an $A \in E - NT$.

A useful concept in the study of near-testable sets is the boundary of a set. Given a set $A$, the boundary of $A$ will contain the first element of each contiguous sequence of elements of $A$ and of $\overline{A}$ (except 0). Thus, we have

$$\text{boundary}(A) = \{x : \text{exactly one of } x \text{ and } x - 1 \in A\}.$$ 

We can picture a set $A$ for which $0 \in \overline{A}$ as follows:
The thinner bars represent $\overline{A}$, the thicker bars represent $A$, and the thin vertical lines are elements of boundary($A$). Notice that boundary($A$) = boundary($\overline{A}$).

**Observation 3.2.3.** $A \in NT$ if and only if boundary($A$) $\in P$.

**Definition 3.2.4.** ([BGGO-86, et al.]) $A$ is (n for k) p-cheatable if there is a polynomial time oracle Turing machine $M^A$ that on input $x_1...x_n$, outputs $\chi_A(x_1),...\chi_A(x_n)$, and makes only $k$ queries to the oracle. We say that $A$ is p-cheatable if $A$ is $(2^k$ for $k$) p-cheatable for some $k$.

Beigel actually defines a set to be p-cheatable if there is some oracle $B$ and polynomial time oracle Turing machine $M^0()$ such that $M^B$ on input $x_1...x_{2^k}$ outputs $\chi_A(x_1),...\chi_A(x_{2^k})$, and makes only $k$ queries to the oracle.

**Observation 3.2.5.** ([Be-87a], [GJY-87a]) A set $A$ is (2 for 1) p-cheatable if and only if there is a function associated with $A$, of the form

$$g(x, y) = \begin{cases} \chi_A(x) + \chi_A(y) \pmod{2}, & \text{or} \\ \chi_A(x), & \text{or} \\ \chi_A(y). & \end{cases}$$

**Proof.** If there is such a function $g$, then it is easy to see that there is a (2 for 1) algorithm that makes use of $g$.

So let us assume that we have a (2 for 1) algorithm $M^A(x, y)$. We construct $g$ by simulating $M^A$, without actually querying $A$. Since $M^A(x, y)$ makes only one query to the oracle, we consider both possible outcomes of the calculation. Each outcome contains $\chi_A(x)$ and $\chi_A(y)$. If the two outcomes agree on one of these, then we have absolute information about membership of that string in $A$. Otherwise, we learn that $x \in A$ if and only if $y \notin A$. $\blacksquare$
The above observation can be generalized, to show that for any \((2^k\) for \(k\)) p-cheatable set there is an associated function that, on input \((x_1,\ldots,x_{2^k})\), either outputs absolute information about membership in \(A\) of one string, or relates \(\chi_A(x_i) \oplus \chi_A(x_j)\) \((i < j \leq 2^k)\) to the membership information for the other inputs. (See [GJY-87], or [GJY-88a, Theorem 1, Lemma 1].) Unlike the near-testable sets, p-cheatable sets may have high time complexity.

**Theorem 3.2.6. ([BGO-87])**

1. There are p-cheatable sets of arbitrarily high time complexity, and
2. all p-cheatable sets are decidable.

There is one other type of self-reducible set that we will consider in §3.4. This is the \(p\)-selective sets, which were introduced by Selman in [Sel-79]. Selman's definition is the polynomial time analog of the semi-recursive sets introduced by Jockusch [Joc-68].

**Definition 3.2.7.** A is \(p\)-selective if there is a polynomial computable function \(s(x,y)\) such that

1. \(s(x,y) \in \{x,y\}\), and
2. if \(x \in A\) or \(y \in A\), then \(s(x,y) \in A\).

Selman and Ko have both given structural characterizations of the \(p\)-selective sets. We present the most general characterization, from [Ko-83]. First, we need some background definitions.

**Definition 3.2.8.** ([Ko-83]) A preorder \(R\) on \(\Sigma^*\) is partially polynomial-time computable if there is a polynomial-time computable function \(f\) such that

(a) \(f(x,y) = f(y,x) = x\), if \(xRy\) but not \(yRx\),
(b) \(f(x,y) = f(y,x) \in \{x,y\}\), if \(xRy\) and \(yRx\), and
(c) \(f(x,y) = \#\), if neither \(xRy\) nor \(yRx\), where \(#\) is a special symbol not in \(\Sigma\).

Given a preorder \(R\), we define an equivalence \(S\), where \(xSy\) if and only if \(xRy\) and
We can then define the relation $R'$ on $\Sigma^*/S$ in the usual manner. We call $S$ and $R'$ the equivalence relation and the partial order induced by $R$, respectively.

**Theorem 3.2.9.** ([Ko-83]) A set $A \subseteq \Sigma^*$ is p-selective if and only if there is a partially polynomial time computable preorder $R$ in $\Sigma^*$ such that if $S$ and $R'$ are the induced equivalence relation and partial ordering as defined, then

a. $R'$ is a linear ordering, and

b. $A$ is the union of an initial segment of $(\Sigma^*/S, R')$.

Thus, we see that $A$ is an initial segment of the $<_{R'}$ ordering. This shows that p-selectivity induces an ordering structure on sets, just as 2-conjunctive truth-table self-reducibility induces an ordering on $SAT$. 
3.3 One-Way Functions and NT

To construct a near-testable set that is not in $P$, we use an idea from the study of $NP$. If $A \in NP$, then it may be difficult to know whether there is a witness to "$x \in A$", although it is easy to test whether $y$ is such a witness. Thus, $\{(x, y) : y$ witnesses $x \in A\}$ is in $P$, but finding each element of this set may be hard without exhaustive search. We use a one-way function to define a set with this and other useful properties.

**Theorem 3.3.1.** If there is a one-way function, $f$, then there is a set $A \in NT - P$.

*Proof.* We define $A$ implicitly by using the function $f$ to define $boundary(A)$. In particular, we let $boundary(A) = \{(z, y) : f(y) = z\}$, where we define the pairing function $(z, y)$ to have certain specific properties. We define $A$ by $boundary(A)$, and $0 \notin A$. Clearly, $boundary(A) \in P$. We claim that $A$ is not.

First, we define the pairing function $(z, y)$. Let $g(n)$ be a strictly increasing polynomial bound for both $f$ and $f^{-1}$. We are only interested in pairs $(z, y)$ where $y$ might be $f^{-1}(z)$. This is the case only when $|y| \leq g(|z|)$. We call a pair $(z, y)$ relevant if $|y| \leq q(|z|)$. Let $(z, y) = zy10^{g(|z|)-|y|}$ for relevant pairs $(z, y)$. Notice that this divides the strings of length $n + 1 + q(n)$ into subintervals corresponding to each of the strings of length $n$.

Suppose $A \in P$. Then, to determine if $f(z)$ exists, we need only determine whether there is a boundary element of the form $(z, y)$ for some $y$. We note that, by the definition of $(z, y)$, the string $z0^{g(|z|)+1}$ is not in $boundary(A)$, and is between any boundary elements of the form $(z - 1, y)$ and those of the form $(z, y)$. Notice also that for each $z$, there is at most one element of $boundary(A)$ of the form $(z, y)$. Thus, we can deduce that there is such an element (i.e., that $f^{-1}(z)$ exists) if exactly one of $(z - 1)1^{g(|z-1|)+1}$ and $z0^{g(|z|)+1}$ is in $A$.

Furthermore, using the same reasoning as above, we can use binary search on the subinterval corresponding to $z$, to find $f^{-1}(z)$, if it does exist. This requires checking
if polynomially many strings are in $A$; if $A$ were in $P$, we could polynomially invert $f$. Therefore, $A \in NT - P$. ■

To prove the next result it is useful to introduce the notion of the parity of a set. Notice that the preceding proof shows the close connection between a set, the boundary of the set, and the parity of the boundary.

**Definition 3.3.2.** Let $<$ be the lexicographic ordering on $\{0,1\}^*$. For any set $B$ we define the parity of $B$ as follows:

$$\text{parity}_B(x) = \begin{cases} 0 & \text{if } |\{y \leq x : y \in B\}| \text{ is even;} \\ 1 & \text{otherwise.} \end{cases}$$

Then, identifying a set with its characteristic function, it is easy to see for any set $A$ that

$$0 \notin A \Rightarrow A = \text{parity}_{\text{boundary}}(A),$$

and

$$0 \in A \Rightarrow \overline{A} = \text{parity}_{\text{boundary}}(A).$$

Thus, $A \in P$ if and only if the parity of the boundary of $A$ is in $P$.

**Theorem 3.3.3.** If $f$ in the previous construction is both one-way and onto i.e. if $f^{-1}(z)$ is uniquely defined for each $z$, then $A \in (NP \cap coNP) - P$.\(^{16}\)

**Proof.** We observe that, if $f$ in the previous proof is onto, then there are an even number of boundary elements of length $n + 1 + q(n)$ for each $n$, namely $2^n$ of them. Thus

$$\text{parity}_{\text{boundary}}(A)(1^{n+1+q(n)}) = 0,$$

---

\(^{16}\) Grollman and Selman show in Theorem 11 of [GS-84] that the existence of such a function is equivalent to $P \neq UP \cap coUP$. Our theorem is a variation of a result from Brassard, Fortune, and Hopcroft [1978], which is quoted as Exercise 13.24 in Hopcroft and Ullman [HU-79], which asks the reader to prove that $\{(x,y) : f^{-1}(x) > y\}$, $f$ a one-way function, is in $(NP \cap coNP) - P$. 
and for $|z| \neq n + 1 + q(n)$ for any $n$,

$$\text{parityboundary}(A)(z) = 0,$$

i.e., $z \notin A$.

Suppose we are given a string of the form $wz$, where $|w| = 1 + q(|z|)$. To decide whether $zw \in A$, we need to know

$$\text{parityboundary}(A)(zw).$$

This can be broken down into two questions. The first is, "how many strings (mod 2) of length $|z|$ precede $z"$? The second is, "is $f^{-1}(z) < w"$?" The answer to the first question is simply the parity of $z$. To answer the second, we guess $y = f^{-1}(z)$, and verify. This nondeterministic polynomial time procedure provides a witness for $z \in A$ or for $z \notin A$. Thus, $A \in NP \cap coNP$. By Theorem 3.3.1, we know that $A \notin P$. $\blacksquare$

In the proof of Theorem 3.3.1, we used the fact that there was either one or no boundary string in each "z-interval." We could have used any set $B$, such that $B$ is defined by an odd number of strings in each interval. We use Parity-$P$ to describe such sets.

Papadimitriou and Zachos refer to Parity-$P$ as "a more moderate version" of Valiant's class $\#P$, the class of functions, $f(x)$, that count the number of accepting paths produced by a nondeterministic polynomial time Turing machine on input $x$ [Val-79]. Like $\#P$, Parity-$P$ is in $PSPACE$, and is thought not to be contained in the polynomial time hierarchy. Clearly, if we could compute $\#P$, then we could compute Parity-$P$. However, there is no obvious reason that the ability to distinguish between an odd and even number of accepting paths would help in computing the total number of accepting paths.

After seeing the previous proof, Hemachandra pointed out that the near-testable sets are in Parity-$P$, and that all sets in Parity-$P$ can be uniformly $\leq^P_{it}$-reduced to near-testable sets. Notice that the class $UP$ is a subclass of Parity-$P$. Thus, the following theorem,
proved jointly by Goldsmith, Hemachandra, Joseph, and Young, is an extension of Theorem 3.3.1, and of Hemachandra's result.

**Theorem 3.3.4.** ([GHJY-87]) *Every set in Parity-\( P \) is \( \leq_1^P \)-reducible to a near-testable set via a \( p \)-invertible reduction.*

*Proof.* This proof is a variation on the proof of Theorem 3.3.1. Let \( S \in \text{Parity-}P \). Let \( M \) be the parity acceptor for \( S \), and let \( q(|x|) \) be a strictly increasing polynomial bound on the run-time of \( M(x) \). We can encode a computation, \( c \), of \( M(x) \) as a binary string of length \( q(|x|) \), that describes a path through the nondeterministic computation tree, padded by the appropriate number of zeroes. We define \( T \in NT \) implicitly, by \( 0 \notin T \), and

\[
\text{boundary}(T) = \{(x, i, c) : c \text{ codes an accepting computation of } M(x),
\text{ and } i \in \{0, 1\}.\}
\]

Here, we use \( (x, i, c) \) to abbreviate \( x1i1c \).

We include \( i \) so that each accepting computation is encoded *twice*. Since \( 0 \notin A \), this means that \( x0^q(|x|)+3 \notin T \) and \( x1^q(|x|)+3 \notin T \) for each \( x \). However, the “midpoint” between these two strings, \( x110^q(|x|)+1 \), is in \( T \) if and only if there are an *odd number* of accepting computations of \( M(x) \). If we let \( f(x) = x110^q(|x|)+1 \), then \( f \) is a \( \leq_1^P \)-reduction from \( S \) to \( T \), which is easily invertible. \( \blacksquare \)

**Corollary 3.3.5.** ([GHJY-87]) *\( NT = P \) if and only if \( \text{Parity-}P \neq P \).*
3.4 Characterizing P Using Self-Reducibility

In [GJY-87], we asked whether the (2 for 1) p-cheatable sets were an extension of the near-testable sets. We show that this is not the case in Theorem 3.4.1. Beigel proved this theorem independently in [Bei-87b], and announced it in [ABG-87].

**Theorem 3.4.1.** All sets that are both (2 for 1) p-cheatable and near-testable are in \( P \).

**Proof.** Let \( A \) be near-testable and (2 for 1) p-cheatable. Let \( t \) and \( g \) be the corresponding functions. To decide whether \( x \) is in \( A \), we do the following. We assume that we know if 0 is in \( A \). We maintain two variables, \( a \) and \( b \). At each stage, we know whether \( a \in A \), and we know \( \chi_A(b) \oplus \chi_A(x) \). To begin, we set \( a = 0 \) and \( b = x \). If \( a < b - 1 \), then let \( c \) be the midpoint between \( a \) and \( b \), and compute the (2 for 1) function \( g(c, b) \). If \( g(c, b) \) outputs \( \chi_A(b) \), we are done. If it outputs \( \chi_A(c) \), we let \( a := c \), and if it outputs \( \chi_A(c) \oplus \chi_A(b) \), we compute \( \chi_A(c) \oplus \chi_A(x) \), and let \( b := c \).

When \( a = b - 1 \), we run the near-testing function \( t(b) = \chi_A(b) \oplus \chi_A(a) \), and use the information about \( \chi_A(a) \) to deduce \( \chi_A(b) \), and thus \( \chi_A(x) \).

We apply \( g(c, b) \) at most \( \log(x) + 1 \) times, and \( t(b) \) once, where \( b, c \leq x \). Thus, this algorithm is polynomial in \( |x| \), i.e., \( A \in P \). □

This result can be extended to show that all p-cheatable sets that are near-testable are in \( P \).

**Theorem 3.4.2.** ([GJY-87]) All sets that are both p-cheatable and near-testable are in \( P \). In other words, \( P \) consists of those sets that are both p-cheatable and near-testable.

The only examples we have of non-trivial p-cheatable sets are sets with such sparse boundaries that, given two elements of such a set that are separated by a boundary element, then in time polynomial in the length of the larger one, we can recapitulate the construction of the set, up to the smaller string. (These sets are either very sparse, or else have very
long sequences of elements whose membership depends on a few elements.) For sets in \( E - P \), we formalize this as follows.

**Definition 3.4.3.** \( S \) is log*-sparse if, whenever \( x, y \in S \), \( x < y \) implies that \( 2^{|x|} \leq |y| \).

If we let \( f(0) = 2 \), and \( f(n + 1) = 2^{f(n)} \), then the tally set \( \{1^{f(n)}\} \) is log*-sparse.

We can construct a set \( S \in E - P \) by diagonalization. If \( S \subseteq \{1^{f(n)}\} \), then \( S \) is (2 for 1) p-cheatable as well: for \( n > m \), in time polynomial in \( f(n) \), we can simulate the \( m^{th} \) diagonalization, and decide whether \( 1^{f(m)} \in S \). Thus, the (2 for 1) algorithm for \( S \) need only query \( S \) about \( 1^{f(n)} \). Similarly, \( S \) is p-selective.

**Observation 3.4.4.** ([GJY-88]) If there is a set in Parity-P – P that is contained in a log*-sparse set in \( P \), then there is a set in Parity-P that is (2 for 1) p-cheatable, yet is not in \( P \).

Although we have shown that the collection of near-testable sets is one-one irreducible with the class Parity-P, this is one indication that they are not the same. The following two observations provide further indication that they are different.

**Observation 3.4.5.** There are sparse sets in Parity-P – P if and only if there are sets in Parity-E – E.

The proof of Observation 3.4.5 follows the proof of the analogous theorem for \( NP \) in [HIS-85]. The only difference is that, in order to prove that Parity-E = E implies that there are no sparse sets in Parity-P – P, we must take care to do the multiple Parity-time calculations sequentially, rather than in parallel. Thus, the multiple calculation will remain in Parity-time.

**Observation 3.4.6.** If \( S \in NT \) and \( S \) is sparse, then \( S \in P \).

Lastly, we consider the relationship between the near-testable sets and the p-selective sets. Again, we consider log*-sparse sets. This time, we want a set \( S \in P \) such that there
is no polynomial algorithm that, on input 0\(^n\), can list all of the elements of \(S\) of length \(n\). Allender and Rubinstein [AR-86] proved that the existence of such sets is related to the existence of certain kinds of one-way functions.

**Definition 3.4.7.** A sparse set \(S\) is P-printable if there is a polynomial time algorithm that, on input \(n\), will generate all of the elements of \(S\) of length \(\leq n\).

**Theorem 3.4.8.** If there is a log*-sparse set in \(P\) that is not P-printable, then there is a near-testable set that is p-selective, yet is not in \(P\). Furthermore, by Theorem 3.4.2, this set cannot be p-cheatable.

**Proof.** Let \(I_n\) be the interval of strings from length \(f(n)\) up to length \(f(n + 1)\). Let \(\hat{S} \in P\) be a log*-sparse set that is not P-printable. By the definition of log*-sparsity, we know that \(|\hat{S} \cap I_n| \leq 1\) for each \(n\).

Let \(S_0 = \hat{S} \cap (\cup_n I_{3n})\), \(S_1 = \hat{S} \cap (\cup_n I_{3n+1})\), and \(S_2 = \hat{S} \cap (\cup_n I_{3n+2})\). Then \(\hat{S} \cap S_i \in P\) for each \(i\), and for at least one \(i\), \(\hat{S} \cap S_i\) is not P-printable. Without loss of generality, we will assume that \(i = 0\), and set \(S = \hat{S} \cap S_0\).

We define the set \(A\) as follows:

\[
A = \{x : x = 0^{f(3n)}\} \cup \{x \in I_{3n} \text{ and } \exists y \in I_{3n} \cap S, \ y > x\} \\
\cup \{x : x \in I_{3n} \text{ or } I_{3n+1} \text{ and } I_{3n} \cap S = \emptyset\}.
\]

In other words, if there is an element \(y \in I_{3n} \cap S\), then it serves as a "breakpoint," dividing that interval into a left subinterval in \(A\), and a right subinterval in \(\overline{A}\). If there is no such element, then both \(I_{3n}\) and \(I_{3n+1} \subset A\).

The boundary of \(A\) consists of

\[
\{0^{f(3n)}\} \cup S \cup \{0^{f(3n)} + 1 : 0^{f(3n)} \in S\} \\
\cup \{0^{f(3n+2)} : I_{3n} \cap S = \emptyset\}
\]
By the definition of the $I_k$'s, if $y = 0^{f(3n+2)}$, then in time polynomial in $|y|$, we can test whether there is an element of $S$ in $I_{3n}$. Thus, $\text{boundary}(A) \in P$, so $A \in NT$.

The following function is a p-selection function for $A$:

$$s(x, y) = \begin{cases} 
  x & \text{if } y \in I_{3n+2} \text{ for some } n, \text{ or} \\
  & \text{if } x \in I_{3n} \cup I_{3n+1} \text{ and } y \in I_{3n} \cup I_{3n+1}, \\
  & \quad \text{and } x < y, \text{ or} \\
  x \in I_{3n} \cup I_{3n+1}, y \in I_{3m} \cup I_{3m+1}, m > n, \\
  & \quad \text{and } x \in A; \\
  y & \text{otherwise}. 
\end{cases}$$

Note that, in the third case, we can test $x \in A$ in time polynomial in $|y|$.

Finally, suppose $A \in P$. Then the following algorithm P-prints $S$: for each $k$, if $f(3n) < k < f(3n + 1)$ for some $n$, and if $0^k \in A$ and $0^{k+1} \notin A$, then there is an element of length $k$ in $S$. If $f(3n) = k$, then there is an element of $S$ of length $k$ if and only if $0^{k+1} \notin A$. Otherwise, if there is an element of $A$ of length $k$, we can use binary search to find it. Notice that this can be done in time polynomial in $k$, contradicting our assumption that $S$ was not P-printable. Therefore, $A \notin P$. □

**Observation 3.4.9.** There are sets that are p-cheatable, p-selective, and not in $P$.\textsuperscript{17}

**Proof.** Any subset of $\{1^{f(n)}\}$ that is in $EXP - P$ will be both p-cheatable and p-selective. The p-selector function is defined as follows, for $x < y$:

$$s(x, y) = \begin{cases} 
  x & \text{if } y \neq 1^{f(n)} \text{ for any } n; \\
  & \text{if } x = 1^{f(n)} \text{ and } y = 1^{f(m)} \text{ and } x \in A; \\
  y & \text{otherwise.} 
\end{cases}$$

\textsuperscript{17} [ABG-88] also observes that the properties of being p-cheatable and p-selective are independent of each other.
APPENDIX 1. NOTATION AND TERMINOLOGY

We use the following standard conventions: the letters $i, j, k$ are indices; $P_i$, $R_i$, $S_i$, $T_i$ and $M_i$ are characteristic programs in some canonical enumeration of Turing machines; and $f, g, h$ are functions from $\mathbb{N}$ to $\mathbb{N}$ or from $\{0, 1\}^*$ to $\{0, 1\}^*$, which are usually polynomially computable.

$P$ and $NP$ are the classes of polynomial and nondeterministic polynomial time decidable sets; a set $A \in P$ if there is some polynomial time program $T_i$ such that $x \in A$ if and only if $T_i(x) = 1$. We frequently abuse notation and use $T_i$ both as a program and as the set for which the program decides membership.

Thus,

\[
P = \bigcup_c DTIME[n^c + c];
\]

\[
NP = \bigcup_c NTIME[n^c + c];
\]

\[
E = \bigcup_c DTIME[2^{cn}];
\]

\[
NE = \bigcup_c NTIME[2^{cn}];
\]

\[
EXP = \bigcup_c DTIME[2^{n^c}];
\]

\[
NEXP = \bigcup_c NTIME[2^{n^c}];
\]

\[
PSPACE = \bigcup_c SPACE[n^c + c];
\]

\[
Logspace = \bigcup_{c > 0} DSPACE[logcn].
\]

The class $UP$ is the subclass of $NP$ such that $A \in UP$ if and only if there is a nondeterministic polynomial time Turing machine $M$ that recognizes $A$, such that $M(x)$ has at most one accepting computation for each input $x$. 

In [PZ-83], Papadimitriou and Zachos defined the class \textit{Parity-P}. A is in \textit{Parity-P} if there is a nondeterministic polynomial time Turing machine $M$ such that $x \in A$ if and only if there are an odd number of accepting computations of $M(x)$. This class has some similarities with the class \textit{EP} defined by Goldschlager and Parberry [GP86]. \textit{EP} is the class of sets computable by nondeterministic Turing machines extended by an exclusive-or operator. By adding an exclusive-or “gate” at the root of the computation tree of a nondeterministic Turing machine, the machine can determine the parity of the number of accepting computations. Since Goldschlager and Parberry did not require their machines to use the exclusive-or operator, \textit{EP} contains both \textit{NP} and \textit{Parity-P}.

We say that a set $A$ is \textit{Turing self-reducible} if there is a polynomial time oracle Turing machine, $M^O()$, such that $M^A(x) = 1$ if and only if $x \in A$, and $M^A(x)$ only queries strings that are \textit{shorter} than $x$.

In [Bal-87], Balcazar introduced the notion of \textit{word-decreasing query or wdq-} self-reducible. We say that a set $A$ is wdq self-reducible if there is a polynomial time oracle Turing machine, $M^O()$, such that $M^A(x) = 1$ if and only if $x \in A$, and $M^A(x)$ only queries strings that \textit{lexically precede} $x$.

In Chapter 1, we assume a uniform enumeration of polynomial time Turing machines with oracles (both deterministic and nondeterministic). In particular, we assume that, given a specification for $T^{iO}_i$, we can determine a polynomial bound, $p_i(|x|)$, on the runtime of $T^{iO}_i(x)$, independent of the oracle. This can be done by specifying that each $T^{iO}_i$ is equipped with a polynomial clock that stops the calculation after a certain number of steps.

We discuss several types of polynomial reductions and equivalences. We say that $A \leq^P_m B$ if there is some many-one, polynomial time computable $f$ such that $x \in A$ if and only if $f(x) \in B$. If there is a reduction $f : A \rightarrow B$ that is one-one and length-increasing, then we say $A \leq^P_{1,1i}$. If there is polynomial one-one, onto, \textit{polynomially invertible} reduction
from $A$ to $B$, then $A$ and $B$ are $p$-isomorphic ($A \cong^P B$).

We also consider bounded truth-table reductions. We say $A \leq^P_{ktt} B$ if there is a polynomial time function $f$ such that, on input $x$, $f$ computes $x_1, \ldots, x_k$ and Boolean function $\alpha$, such that $x \in A$ if and only if $\alpha([x_1 \in B], \ldots, [x_k \in B]) = 1$. Notice that many-one reductions are a special case of the truth-table reductions.

For a given reduction, $r$, we say that $A$ and $B$ are polynomial $r$-equivalent ($A \equiv^P_r B$) if $A \leq^P_r B$ and $B \leq^P_r A$. The collection of all sets $B$ such that $A \equiv^P_r B$ is called the $r$-degree of $A$.

We say that $f$ is a one-way function if $f$ is polynomially computable, polynomially honest (i.e. there is a polynomial $r(n)$ such that $|f^{-1}(x)| \leq r(|x|)$ for all $x$ such that $f^{-1}(x)$ exists), one-one, and $f^{-1}$ is not polynomially computable. We say that $f$ is $p$-invertible if $f$ is one-one and $f^{-1}$ is polynomially computable.

A set $A$ is sparse if there is a polynomial $p(n)$ such that, up to length $n$, there are no more than $p(n)$ elements in $A$. If $A \subseteq \{0\}^*$, (or $\{1\}^*$) then $A$ is a tally set.

Finally, in our constructions we will consider the interval $I(n)$ of all binary strings of length $n$. 

APPENDIX 2. RELATIVIZING COOK'S THEOREM

When studying properties of complexity classes, it is often useful to study the sets that are complete for those classes. Unfortunately, there are classes $C$ and oracles $A$ and $B$ such that $C^A$ has complete sets, and $C^B$ does not. (See [HHem-86], for instance.) However, it is part of the folklore of the field that $NP^A$ always has $\leq_m^P$-complete sets, and, what is more, that there is a particular set, $SAT^A$, that is always complete for $NP^A$. Schöning proved this in [Sch-81], although he did not give the full details of the proof. Therefore, we are including a more detailed version, that is useful for proofs in Chapter 2.

Our definition of $SAT^A$ must include oracle queries. We formalize this with clauses of the form $(x_0 x_2 \overline{A} 3 \in A)$, or $(\overline{A} 3 x_2 x_2 x_2 \notin A)$, where we interpret a "truth assignment" as a mapping of the variables to \{0, 1\}. Thus, a string of symbols can be read as a binary string.\(^{18}\)

Thus, $SAT^A$ is the set in $NP^A$ of "relativized Boolean" satisfiable formulas, i.e., formulas of the form

$$(x_0 \lor x_1 \lor x_2) \land (\overline{x}_1 \lor x_3) \land (x_0 x_2 \overline{A} 3 \in A) \land \text{etc.}$$

A relativized Boolean formula is satisfiable with respect to $A$ if there is a mapping of the variables that makes that formula a true sentence. In other words, the predicate $SAT^{(\,)}(\,)$ takes as arguments a formula $b(x_0, \ldots x_n)$, and an oracle $A$. Therefore $SAT^A$ is dependent on $A$, as well as on the satisfiability of the Boolean part of the expression.

Our proof relies heavily on the proof of Cook's Theorem given in [MY-78]. The proof in the unrelativized case requires that we show that any Turing machine is equivalent to a machine that has only one tape, always moves the tape head at each instruction execution,

\(^{18}\) We assume that an oracle $A$ is a subset of $\{0, 1\}^*$. 
and the tape is one-way infinite (so the tape has a first square, but no last square). It then shows that given any \( NP \) machine, we can uniformly encode a computation of the machine on a given input as a Boolean formula, which is satisfiable if and only if the machine accepts that particular input. Furthermore, this reduction is polynomial in the length of the input. The proof we present is a modification of this approach. We begin by standardizing our definition of an oracle Turing machine.

An oracle Turing machine instruction \( (i, e, a_j, a_m, D, p) \) specifies the current state, the tape in question (work or query), the symbol read, the symbol written, direction moved (all on the specified tape), and next state.

**Definition A.2.1.** A restricted nondeterministic Turing machine with oracle has the following properties.

1) The machine has two tapes, one for the input and workspace and one for the oracle.

2) The machine has states \( 0, \ldots, q, q + 1, q + 2, h(= q + 3) \). \( 0 \) is the initial state; \( q \) is the oracle query state, the only state in which the machine queries the oracle; \( q + 1 \) and \( q + 2 \) are the only states that can immediately follow \( q \), indicating yes and no answers, respectively, to the oracle query; and \( h \) is the unique halting state, so that \( M \) accepts string \( x \) on a given computation if and only if during that computation, the machine reaches state \( h \), and whenever it enters state \( h \), it halts.

3) If \( (i \ e \ a_j \ a_m \ D \ p) \) and \( (i \ e' \ a_j \ a_n \ D' \ p') \) are two instructions in the machine, then \( e = e' \), \( a_m = a_n \), and \( D = D' \).

**Proposition A.2.2.** Any nondeterministic Turing machine with oracle, \( M^{(i)}() \), is polynomially equivalent to a restricted nondeterministic Turing machine with oracle.

In other words, there is a restricted machine \( M^{(i)} \) and a polynomial \( p(|x|) \) so that for any oracle \( A \), and input \( x \), \( M^A(x) \) halts within \( p(q(|x|)) \) steps, where \( q \) is a polynomial bound on the run-time of the original machine.
**Sketch of Proof.** We assume that the original machine has only one oracle tape, and
that it records replies to oracle queries in its states, instead of on tape. If there are more
oracle tapes, we simulate the machine by making the extra oracle tapes into work-tapes,
and copying the contents of the appropriate work-tape onto the oracle tape before querying
the oracle. We then approximate $M^{(0)}()$ by a one work-tape machine. We merge the read-
write tapes (if there are more than one) into one tape by interleaving them (for two tapes,
this corresponds to putting one on even squares, the other on the odds.) If the original
machine has $k$ read-write heads on its work-tape(s), we increase the tape alphabet, so that
we can replace symbol $a$ by a symbol $a_i$, specifying that the $i^{th}$ head is reading symbol
$a$. Then we replace each step in the original computation with a sweep of the tape (in
$O(q(|x|))$ time) in the new machine. For further details of machine manipulation, see [LP-
81, 198-204, 324-6]. At worst, these transformations increase the run-time of $M^{(0)}(x)$ to
$O(q(|x|)^2)$.

Next, by a similar procedure, we force this tape to be a one-way infinite tape (if it
was originally two-way), essentially by folding it in half and intermeshing again.

The second condition implies that the following transitions never occur:

- $(q, c, a_j, a_m, D, p)$,
- $(h, c, a_j, a_m, D, p)$,
- $(i, c, a_j, a_m, D, q + 1)$ and
- $(i, c, a_j, a_m, D, q + 2)$.

A machine that satisfies this definition has its nondeterminism limited to the choice
of the next state, and not the write instruction, the direction the tape head moves, or
the choice of tapes. This last is easily implemented: each state $i$ for which there are
transitions for both tapes generates $i_{work}$ and $i_{query}$; each of the transitions to $i$ generates
two transitions, that the computation chooses between nondeterministically. The rest can
also be implemented by creating intermediary states where an unacceptable instruction
previously existed. Again, this may multiply the number of states by a small constant. The details are available in [MY–78, pp234–5]. ■

**Theorem A.2.3.** ([Sch–81]) For any \( A \), \( \text{SAT}^A \) is \( \leq_m^P \)-complete for \( NP^A \).

**Proof.** There are two parts to any proof that a given set is complete for a specified class. First, we must show that the set is in the class; second, we must show that any set in the class reduces to that set. In this case, the first part is easy.

- \( \text{SAT}^A \in NP^A \)

There is a polynomial time, nondeterministic Turing machine that on input \( b(x_1\ldots x_n) \) "guesses" an assignment for \( x_1\ldots x_n \), and checks if the resulting sentence is true. This checking can be done in linear time, with fewer than \( |b(x_1\ldots x_n)| \) queries to the oracle.

For the second part, we must show that any computation of a restricted Turing machine with oracle can be described by a relativized Boolean formula that is satisfiable if and only if that Turing machine accepts the given input.

As in Machtey and Young's proof for the unrelativized version, our goal is to produce, for machine \( M \) and input \( x \), a relativized Boolean formula, which is satisfiable for the given oracle if and only if there is a halting computation of \( M \) on input \( x \) with that oracle. The construction is uniform for all \( M \). We begin by describing Machtey and Young's proof.

- **The unrelativized version**

We construct a Boolean formula, based on the description of machine \( M \), and input \( x \), that is satisfiable if and only if there is an accepting computation of \( M(x) \). The variables we use represent bits of information about the computation of \( M(x) \). We describe the formula one conjunct at a time.

Given machine \( M \), with polynomial bound \( p(|x|) \), \( h + 1 \) states, and alphabet symbols \( b, a_1, \ldots, a_K, b \) a blank, we set \( m = p(|x|) \) for the given input \( x \). We observe that we need
only consider times $t = 1, ..., m$, and $m$ tape squares and $k + 1$ symbols. We first construct
an $m^2 \times (k + 1)$ matrix of Boolean variables giving each possible symbol for each square at
any possible time:

$SYMB(t, i, j)$ is true if and only if, at time $t$, the $i^{th}$ square contains the $j^{th}$ symbol.

We construct two more matrices of variables of sizes $m^2$ and $m \times (h + 1)$, respectively,
to specify the position of the head, and to specify the state of the machine at time $t$:

$HEAD(t, i)$ is true if and only if, at time $t$, the head is at square $i$, and

$STATE(t, s)$ is true if and only if, at time $t$, the machine is in state $s$.

In order to describe a valid computation, for each $t$ and square $i$, exactly one $SYMB(t, i, j)$
must be true; similarly for each $t$, exactly one of $HEAD(t, i)$, and one of $STATE(t, s)$
must be true. We use the following formula to state this.

1) $JUSTONE(x_1, ..., x_r)$ is true if and only if exactly one of $x_1, ..., x_r$ is true.\(^{19}\)

We need a total of $(k + 1) + m + (h + 1)$ of these.

Next we have formulas that express legal computations, based on the machine table:
given time $t$, the head position, the state, and the symbol, we specify the valid write
commands, move commands, and next states.

We say that, for each time $t$, square $i$, and symbol $j$,

2) $\neg SYMB(t, i, j) \lor HEAD(t, i) \lor SYMB(t + 1, i, j)$. In other words, either the symbol

on square $i$ at time $t$ remains there at time $t + 1$, or the head is at that square at time

$t$ to change it.

We have one conjunction,

3) $\bigwedge_{0 \leq t \leq m} STATE(t, h),$

which is true if and only if the computation halts by the $m^{th}$ step.

\(^{19}\) $JUSTONE(x_1, ..., x_r)$ is shorthand for the CNF formula $(\neg x_1 \lor x_2 \lor ... \lor x_n) \& (x_1 \lor
\neg x_2 \lor ... \lor x_n) \& ... \& (x_1 \lor x_2 \lor ... \lor \neg x_n).$
We have an formula that describes the initial condition of the tape, specifying the input, and that the rest of the $m$ squares are blank. The first half of this formula depends on the input. The second half is

4) $\bigwedge_{|x|<i \leq m} \text{SYMB}(0, i, b)$.

Finally we have the transition table formulas:

5) $(\text{HEAD}(t, i) \& \text{STATE}(t, s) \& \text{SYMB}(t, i, j) \rightarrow \text{SYMB}(t + 1, i, a_q))^{20}$

& $(\text{HEAD}(t, i) \& \text{STATE}(t, s) \& \text{SYMB}(t, i, j) \rightarrow \text{STATE}(t + 1, r))$

& $(\text{HEAD}(t, i) \& \text{STATE}(t, s) \& \text{SYMB}(t, i, j) \rightarrow \text{HEAD}(t + 1, i + (-1)^n))$.

The conjunction of the Boolean formulas described by 1–5 is satisfiable if and only if there is a valid halting computation of $M$ on the given input, which accepts that input. It is a formula of length $O(m^2)$, which is certainly polynomial in $|x|$.

- The relativized version

We have already described the legal transitions, and the matrices of possible states, symbols, and head positions on the work-tape. In addition, we have a set of variables to describe the oracle tape. We define the variables $\text{OHEAD}(t, i)$ and $\text{OSYMB}(t, i, j)$ in the obvious manner. Here again, $t$ ranges from 1 to $m$, $i$ from 0 to $m$. However, $j$ may be one of the three symbols used on the oracle tape: 0, 1, and $b$.

For each $t$ and $i$ we have

---

$^{20}$ This could be written in conjunctive normal form as $\neg\text{HEAD}(t, i) \lor \neg\text{STATE}(t, s) \lor \neg\text{SYMB}(t, i, j) \lor \text{SYMB}(t_1, i, a_n)$. 
6) \( \text{JUSTONE(OHEAD}(t,1),\ldots,\text{OHEAD}(t,m)) \) & \\
\( \text{JUSTONE(OSYMB}(t,i,1),\text{OSYMB}(t,i,0),\text{OSYMB}(t,i,b)) \).

At time 0, and after each oracle call, the oracle tape is blank:

7) \( \bigwedge_{1 \leq i \leq m} \text{OSYMB}(0,i,b) \), and for each \( t \), \\
\( \bigwedge_{1 \leq i \leq m} (\neg \text{STATE}(t,q) \lor \text{OSYMB}(t+1,i,b)) \).

For each \( t \), \( i \), and \( j \), we have

8) \( \neg \text{OSYMB}(t,i,j) \lor \text{OHEAD}(t,i) \lor \text{OSYMB}(t+1,i,j) \). In other words, either the symbol on square \( i \) of the oracle tape at time \( t \) remains there at time \( t+1 \), or the oracle head is at that square at time \( t \) to change it.

We have formulas describing those transitions that involve the oracle tape without oracle queries.

9) \( \text{OHEAD}(t,i) \land \text{OSTATE}(t,s) \land \text{OSYMB}(t,i,j) \)

\( \rightarrow \text{OSYMB}(t+1,i,a_n) \)

\( \land (\text{OHEAD}(t,i) \land \text{OSTATE}(t,s) \land \text{OSYMB}(t,i,j) \)

\( \rightarrow \text{OSTATE}(t+1,r) \)

\( \land (\text{OHEAD}(t,i) \land \text{OSTATE}(t,s) \land \text{OSYMB}(t,i,j) \)

\( \rightarrow \text{OHEAD}(t+1,i+(-1)^n)) \).

Finally, we describe the oracle queries. At time \( t \), if \( M \) is in state \( q \), we want to ask whether the string of nonblank characters on the oracle tape form a string in the oracle. We assume that the nonblank characters are 0's and 1's, and that they are on squares \( q,\ldots,n \) (for \( n \leq m \)), and that square \( n+1 \) contains a blank if \( n < m \). If we know that the \( i^{th} \) square at time \( t \) contains a nonblank symbol, then \( \text{OSYMB}(t,i,1) = 1 \) (true) if the symbol is a 1, and \( \text{OSYMB}(t,i,1) = 0 \) if the symbol is a 0.

10) \( \text{STATE}(t,q) \land \neg \text{OSYMB}(t,1,b) \land \text{OSYMB}(t,2,b) \lor \\
\rightarrow [\text{OSYMB}(t,1,1) \in A]) \)

\( \land (\text{STATE}(t,q) \land \neg \text{OSYMB}(t,2,b) \land \text{OSYMB}(t,3,b) \lor \\
\rightarrow [\text{OSYMB}(t,2,1) \in A]) \)
\[ \rightarrow [OSYMB(t, 1, 1)OSYMB(t, 2, 1) \in A] \]
\& \(STATE(t, q) \neg \lor OSYMB(t, m, b) \land \)
\[ \rightarrow [OSYMB(t, 1, 1) \cdots OSYMB(t, m, 1) \in A]. \]

The length of the conjunction of the formulas described in 1–10 is still of order \(m^2\). In fact, it is only twice as long as the previous one, and is satisfiable if and only if there is an accepting computation of \(M^A(x)\). Therefore, any \(NP^A\) set may be mapped into the set of satisfiable relativized Boolean formulas, and its complement mapped to the complement of \(SAT^A\), making \(SAT^A \leq_m \) complete for \(NP^A\). \[ \]
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